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Introduction 
Strong axioms of infinity arise in set theory as follows: one considers 
a property P which an infinite cardinal may or may not: have, and then 
one shows that any uncountable cardinal having the property P is very 
large, say at least as large as the first uncountable strongly inaccessible 
cardinal; then the strong axiom of infinity derived frora P is the state- 
ment - "there is an uncountable cardinal having the property P" .  One 
such property which we may denote here by P1 is that of measurability 
- a cardinal tz being measurable if for any set X of power 0~ there is a 
non-trivial a-additive two-valued measure defined on every subset ef  X. 
Scott has already shown in | 19] that the strong axiom of infinity de- 
rived from P1 is incompatible with the axiom of constructibility, which 
is the statement - "eve~" set is constn~ctible in the sense of GiSdei [7] ", 
and which may be abbreviated here by the formula "V = L". In section 
4 of this paper we shall consider properties P2, P3 which are strictly 
weaker ~han PI in the sense that any uncountable cardinal which has PI 
also has P2 and P a, while the first uncountable cardinal having P2 or P3 
does not have PI ; and we shall show that the strong axioms of infiaity 
derived from P2 and P3 are incompatible with V = L. In fact, in Theo- 
rems 4.12 and 4.13 much stronger esults are derived; for instance, that 
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the strong axioms of infinity derived from P2 and P3 imply that there • 
are only denumerably many real numbers constructible in the sense of 
[7]. Thege, properties P2 and P3 are considered by ErdiSs-Hajnal in [3] 
and are defined as follows: an infinite cardinal t~ has P2 if whenever X is 
a set of power a and f is a two-valued function defined on the finite sub- 
sets of X, then there always exists a subset X 1 of X of power a such that 
for each i r~teger n, f takes the same value on all subsets of X 1 of power 
n; and the definition o fP  3 is obtained from that o fP  2 by replacing the 
phrase "a subset X 1 of X of power a"  by "an uncountable subset X 1 of 
X 
' '  
The paper is divided into four sections and art appendix. In section 1 
set-theoretic and model-theoretic terminology and ;esults are sum- 
marized. In particular, the symbol C~(a, 3; 7, < 5 ) is introduced, which, 
when ~, ~, 3, 7, 5 are infinite cardinals, is an abbreviation for the propo- 
sition - "every algebraic structure (A l ,  A 2, (Ri ) i  < i o), where A 2 C_ Z. 1 
and A 1, A2 have powers a,/3 respectively, and i 0 is an ordinal of power 
at most ~, has an elementary substructure (B  1 , B 2 , (Si)  i < io) such that 
B l has power ~/, and B 2 has power at most 5". l f~ ~< fi < 3 < a and 
5 < 7 < a then the proposition e~ (a,/3; "r, ~< ~ ) is called relevant. The 
question whether the relevan t propositions are trae or false is ascribed 
to C.C.Chang by Vaught in [ 22; p. 309], where he remarks that the 
prol:lem is essentially set-theoretical in nature, and where, during his 
discussion of "two-cardinal theorems" he quotes some results of Morley 
and ;~.Rob~nson which show that certain of the relevant propositions 
are false (at least assuming the generalized continuum hypothesis). How- 
ever, we shall be mainly interested in the relevant propositions e8 (a, 3; 
a, ~< b), where a is a strong limit cardinal, and ~,~o(a, 5+; ~+, <~ 6) 
wherc: 5 + is the least cardinal greater than 6, and these results of Morley 
and Robinson do not help us here. 
l.a section 2 a set-theoretic form of the relevant propositions i derived. 
In section 3, after introducing the basic ideas and results of [7] we 
show that V = L implies that all the relevant propositions are false. In 
fact we derive much stronger esults (cf. Theorems 3.2 and 3.14). The 
me~hods of this section rely heavily on the techniques and results of 
[71. 
In section 4, after introducing some properties of infinite cardinals 
which give rise to strong axioms of infinity, and estimating the relative 
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strengths of these axioms, we derive our main theorems (4.12) and 
(4.13) by showing that some of these strong axioms of ~nfinity imply 
that certain relevant propositions are true. 
We have been unable to disprove the simplest of the difficult relevant 
propositions, - e~, o (o~ 2, ~ 1 ; ~o 1, o%), - without using the notion of 
constructibility, but during the attempt we obtained some miscellaneous 
results which we present, together with the statement of some relative 
consistency theorems which have bearing on the results of this paper, in 
the appendix. 
I wish to thank my thesis advisor, Professor H.J.Keisler for many 
stimulating discussions and for his extraordinary patience and kindness 
during the preparation of this paper. 
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Section 1 
Preliminaries 
The principal results of this paper do not depend on any parti~'ular 
formalization of  set theory; however, in section 3 we shall have to con- 
cern ourselves with many of  the details of  [7],  so that we may as well 
commit  ourselves to a Bernays type set theory (such as that formalized 
in [71 ). 
Thus we shall distinguish between classes and sets, a set being a class 
which is a member of  some other class. A symbolic expression of the 
form { x : • }, where • is to be replaced by a formula containing x (as a 
free variable), denotes the class of all sets x satisfying that formula. The 
symbols 0, ~, c_, n ,  u ,  - ,  ×, U, fl, denote respectively the empty set, 
the relations of class membership and inclusion, the operations of  taking 
the intersection, union, set theoretical difference, and cartesian product 
of  two classes, and the union and intersection of arbitrary classes of  sets. 
The class of all subsets of  a class X is denoted by 9(X) ;  and the set 
whose only members are the sets x o , ..., x n by { x o, ..., x n }. Then the 
ordered pair whose first and second members are the sets x I , x 2 is de- 
noted by (x 1 , X 2) and is defined by the formula (x 1 , x 2) = {{x 1 }, 
{x l ,  x 2 }} ; for n > 2 the ordered n-tuples are defined inductively by the 
scheme (Xl, ..., x n) = (x l  , (x  2 , ..., Xn)) ,  and we may make the conven- 
tion (x) = x for any set x. Thus X X Y may be defined formally as the 
class of  all ordered pairs (x, y) such that x ~ X and y E Y. 
A funct ion  is a class X of ordered pairs such that whenever (x I, x), 
(x 2, x) ~ X, then x I = x z ; i fX  is a function, the domain and range of  X 
are deno~ed by c/)(X), c~(X) respectively, and the value of X for the argu- 
ment x is denoted variously b2," X(x) ,  X x , or X'x ,  whichever is most con- 
venient; thus if X is a function, X = {(X 'x ,  x)  : x ~ c/)(X) }, or we may 
write X = (Xx)  x ca(x ) .  Let X be a function, and Y, Z classes; X is on Y 
in to  Z if c~(x) = Y andC~ (X) c_ Z; X is on Y onto  Z i f@(X) = Y and 
c~(x) = Z; X is a (1, 1 ) embedd ing  if (x, x I ) E X and (x, x 2) E X imply 
x I = x 2 ; X is a ( 1, 1 ) cor respondence  between Y and Z if Y is a ( 1, 1 ) 
embedding on Y onto Z; the expression "X  is a function X : Y ~ Z"  
will mean "X is a function on Y into Z" .  If X is a function and Y a class, 
then the rest r ic t ion of X to Y, i.e., the class { (X 'x ,  x) : x ~ Y n ~ (X)}, 
is denoted by X t Y, and the range o fX  t Y by X"Y .  l f x  is a set and Y 
a class, x y denotes the class of  all functions on x into Y. 
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A class X is transitive if LI X c_ X. 
We assume that ordinal numbers  (ordinals) have been introduced in 
such a manner that each ordinal  is identical with the set of all smaller 
ordinals; thus the relations i < j, i ~ j for ordinals i, ] are equivalent, and 
will be used interchangeably. We shall denote the class of all ordinals by 
On and shall reserve the letters i, j for arbitrary ordinals, and m, n, p for 
integers (finite ordinals), through this paper. The notion of ordinal addi- 
tion is assumed to be known, and the ordinal sum of i, f is denoted by 
i + ]. i is a l imit ordinal if O i = i, a successor ordinal otherwise. A fuzac- 
tion whose domain is an ordinal is called a sequence. A class X of ordi- 
nals is closed if for each i, X n i 4 :0  implies U(x c~ i )~  X; a closed inter- 
val o f  ordinals is a set of the form {] : i 1 ~ j <~ i2 }. 
Throughout his paper we shall assume the axiom of choice (without 
further explicit mention),  in the form "any set can be well-ordered"; 
thus each set x has a power  or cardinality, denoted by Ixl, which is an 
initial ordinal or cardinal, i.e., an ordinal whose power exceeds that of 
all smaller ordinals. The letters a, t3, 3', 5, ~ will be reserved for infinite 
cardinals, and ~ for arbitrary cardinals. The strictly increasing sequence 
of infinite cardinals is denoted by ~o = to0, w 1, ---, wi, --. ; thus the ~etter 
may represent either the set of  integers or a certain function 6o : 
On -, On, but in any given context he indended interpretation of the 
symbol w will be clear. A set x is denumerable if Ixl <~ ~.  
For any set x, 9a(x )  denotes the set of all subsets o fx  of power < a. 
For infinite cardinals ~ o:qy, and cardinals ~, I%1 is denoted by K t~. For 
positive integers n only, and sets x, the sets x n are defined inductively 
by the scheme x 1 = x, x n÷l = x × x n when n t> 1. For positive integers n
only, and sets x, xlnl denotes the set of  all subsets o fx  of  power n; for 
any set x, xl < ~1 denotes the set of  all non-empty finite subsets of x. 
For any cardinal a, a + is the least cardinal greater than a. 1"he gener- 
alized cont inuum hypothesis  (henceforth abbreviated as "g.c.h.") is the 
hypothesis that for each a, 2 a = a +. 
A set x is co f inal  in an ordinal if x c_ i, and U x = LI i. If x is cofinal in 
i then the natural well-ordering on i induces a well-ordering on x and we 
define cf(i) (the cofinal character of i) as the least order type of any co- 
final subset of  i and say that i is regular iff cf(i) = i; otherwise i is singu- 
lar. (" I f f"  will be used in this paper as an abbreviation for " i f  and only 
if"). For any i, cf(i) is initial and regular; thus if i is regular, i is initial. 
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For any a, a + is regular; and the g.c.h, implies that a0 = a if# < cf(a), 
while a0 = a + if cf(a) ~< # ~< o~. a is a strong l imit cardinal if a = ~o, or if 
whenever ~< a then 2~ < a..am ordinal i is called (strongly) inaccessible 
if i is a regular strong limit cardinal, and is called accessible otherwise. 
The class of  all accessible ordinals is denoted by AC. 
The following definit ion scheme ( 1.1 ) (which however cannot be for- 
malized in full generality in the set theory in which we are working) and 
Definitions 1.2 and 1.3 are taken (with slight modif ication) from [ 11 ; 
cf. Defs. t.24 to 1.29]. We use the letters T, N where the authors of  
[11] use F, L. 
Definition 1.1. Let T be an arbitrary operation whiO" associates a sub- 
class T(X) of On with each subclass X of  On. Then for each/,  the opera- 
tions T (i) on subclasses of  On are defined inductively as follows: 
T<°)(X) = X; for each non zero limit ordinal i, TCi)(X) = [J { T(D(X);  
] < i } - i; for each successor ordinal i + 1, T (i+ I)(X) = T(7~i)(X)) - 
- (i + 1). Finally we define the operation T (°~) ca subclasses of  On by 
the condit ion T(°°)(X) = U { T(i)(X);  i ~ On }. 
It is easily seen that for each limit ordinal i, i ~ Tt°~)(X) iff 
i ~_ T(i)(X). 
Definition 1.2. Let N(X)  be the particular operation on subclasses X of  
On given by 
N(X)  = { Uy :y  c_ X andy  u { Lly} is a closed interval of ordinals}. 
Definition 1.3. Let M(X)  be the particular operation on subclasses X of  
On given by 
M(X)  = { U y; y ~ X and y u { U y } is a closed set of ordinals}. 
M is called Mahto ~s operation in [ 11 ], since it was first suggested by 
Mahlo's work in [ 16]. It is easy to see that the predicates i ~ NtJ)(AC), 
i ~ M(J)(AC), i ~ Nt°°)(AC), i ~ M(~)(AC)  are in fact definable in the 
set theory in which we are working. It is stated in [ 11 ] that for any 
X c_ On, N(X)  ~ N(~) (X)  c_ M(X) ,  so that in this sense M is much 
stronger than N. It is easy to see that if 0 0, 0 l ,  -.., Oi, ... is the strictly 
increasing sequence of  inaccessible cardinals, then i ~ N(AC) iff i = 0 i. 
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The operations M(i)(AC ") were implicitly ~tudied by Levy in [ 131, and 
following him, we call cardinals ~ satist'ying ,, N M(°°)(AC)hyperinacces- 
sible o f  type  a, or hyper inaccess ib le  o f their  own type. 
Let x be a set and n a positive integer; an noary relation on x is a sub- 
set of x n and an n-ary j!,~nction on x is a funci ion f :  x n -~ x;  a f in i tary  
relation [ ]unct ion]  on x is a set which is an n-ary relation [function,] on 
x for some positive integer n. Notice that if m, n are positive integers, 
m ~ n, and x 4~ 0, then the axiom of regularity (which we shall assume 
in this paper, though this is not  strictly necessary) implies that x m ~ x n 
Thus i fx  ~ 0 and f i s  a finitary function on x then there is a unique in- 
teger n such that cD(f) = x n , whereas a finitary relation on x may be at 
the same time an n-ary and an m-ary relation on x,  where m 4~ n. If x is 
a set, I, a set of  finitary functions on x, and y c_ x, then y is said to be 
closed under  I, (or under  the members  o f  ~ ), if, whenever f~ • and 
el) ( f )  = x n , then f , , yn  c y ,  
Definition 1.4. Let x be a set and • a set of  finitary functions on x. • is 
:~aid to be closed under  the operat ion o f  f in i te  superpos i t ion if whenever 
n 
." , gl , "", gn ~ ~ , q ) ( f )  = xn C~(gi) = xmi  for i = l, .... n, and p = ~ m i, 
1 
then the function h • xp  -~ x,  where h is given by 
..(n) h(x  --("> ) =ftg (x  fx(  n> )) 
, . . . ,  .~mn , . . . ,  m l  ' . . . ,  , 
is also a member of  q~. 
If x is a set and • a set of  finitary functions on x, and f a finitary 
function on x, then we shall say that f can be obta ined  f rom (the mem-  
bers" o f )  ~b by f in i te  superpos i t ion  i f f~  ~' ,  where ~'  is the smallest set 
of finitary fi" actions on x which contains ea and is closed under: the 
operation of finite superposition. 
We shall now introduce some metamathematical  and mode],-theoretic 
notions relevant o the discussion in thi3 paper. 
A (s imi lar i ty)  type  l~ is a zequence (/.t' i) i ,( it ) which takes pc fitive inte- 
gers only as values. With each type t~ we may associate a first ,.,rder logic 
Log(g) with identity symbol =, a denumerable sequence (On) ~ < o~ of 
variables, and for each i ~ c/) (#) a u'i-ary predicate symbol Pi, and sym- 
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bols 3, 3 !, V, &, v ,  7, -~, ~ to represent logical quantifiers and propo- 
sitional connectives in the usual way. (We shaY. al,Jo sometimes use these 
quantifier and connective symbols informally where no confusion can 
arise). Log(u) has no function variables or constants, and no predicate 
variables. We assume that the definit ions of  atomic formula, formula, 
free variable, and sentence are known. The set of  formulae of Log(u) is 
denoted by Form(g).  
Let u = (u'i)i < i o be a type. An (algebraic) structure o f  type u is an 
ordered pair ~ = (A, (Ri)i<io ~, where A is a non-empty set called the 
universe of 9j, and denoted by 11911, and where, for each i < i o , R i is a 
u'i-ary relation on A. (Notice that with our definit ion of the operation 
x n , a given structure 9J may be of more than one wpe,  so that whenever 
a structure is ment ioned its intended type will be ment ioned as well if 
there is any possibility of confusion). Since an n-ary function on a set A 
can be construed as (in fact is) an n + l-ary relation on A, and since a 
member a of  A can be construed as the unary relation { a } on A, we 
shall also consider such formulae as e.g. (A, (Ri)  i • io ,  (fi) i  < i I , (ai)i < i 2) 
where the Ri, fi are finitary relations and functions on A respectively 
and the a i are members of  A, as representing structures. Two structures 
(A ,  (Ri)  i < io), (B, (Si)  i < io) of  the same type ta are isomorphic if there 
is a (1, 1 ) correspondence f on A onto B such that whenever i < i 0, and 
(al , ..., a u, i) E A u'i then <a 1 , . . . ,  au, i) ~ R i iff ( f (a l ) ,  . . . ,  f(au, i)) ~ Si; and 
such a (I ,  1) correspondence f is said to be an isomorphism between the 
structures. In this paper we shall reserve the letters 9.t, ~5 for structures. 
Let 9/= (A, (Ri) i <~ io) be a structure; if tAI = g then ~ is a K-structure; 
if IAI = K 1 , U'0 = 1 and IR01 = ~2 then 9/ is a (K 1 , g2)-structure; if
I AI = ~1, U'0 = 1 and IRol < g2, then 9/ is a (K l , ~< K2)-structure. 
Let ~ be a structure of type u. If n is an integer, and ¢ a formula of 
Form (u) such that the free variables of  ¢ are among o0, ..., On_ 1 , and 
:c ~ n II 9.(11, it is assumed that the reader knows Tarski's definit ion of  the 
notion of the satisfaction of the formula ¢ in the structure 9.1 by the 
sequence x (see [ 21] ); we shall use the notation 9I D ¢ [x] to denote 
that x satisfies ¢ in 9J. (If, say, x = { (0, xl>, (1, x2> } we shall of  course 
write 9~ ~ ¢ [x l ,  x2 ] inszead of  9.I ~ ¢ [ { (0, x 1 >, ( 1, x 2) ] }). If now 
a E II 9.I II and there is a formula ¢ ~ Form (u) whose only free variable is 
~0, and if ~I ~ ( 3! o0) ¢ & ¢ [a], then we shall say that a is definable in 
~I (or more precisely, definable with respect o the pair 9/, u). 
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Let 9~ be a structure of type ta; a complete set of Skolem funct ions 
for  9~ (or for  the pair 9~, la) is a set • of finitary functions on II ~ II such 
that whenever ~ ~ Form(u), and n is a positive integer, and the free 
variables of ~ are among "o, ..., °n, then there is an n-ary function f E cI, 
with the property - i f(a{, ..., a n) E II 9211 n and 9.I ~ ( ]v0)¢[a{ ,  ..., a n ], 
then 9,I ~ ~[ f (a l ,  ..., a n ), a l ,  ..., a n ]. (Skolem funct~.ons were intro- 
duced by Hilbert and Skolem; cf. [10] and [20]). 
Definition 1.5. Let ~t be a structure of type t~; a complete set i fSko lem 
terms for  92 (or for 92,/~) is a set T of finitary functions on II 9211 which 
is closed under the operation of finite superposition, and which con- 
rains some complete set of Skolem functions for 92. 
It is clear that for any structure ~2~ of type ta there is a complete set T 
of Skolem terms for 92 such that ITI = max(I/~l, ~o); also since the for- 
mula o 0 = v 1 5s in Form(u), any complete set of Skolem terms for 9.t 
contains the identity function on II 9211. 
Let 92 = (A,  (Ri) i , ( io) ,  ~.~ = (B, (Si) i ( io> be two structures of type ta; 
if exactly the same sentences of Form (tz) are satisfied (or hold) in 92 as 
in ~ then we say that 92 is elementarily equivalent o ~: i fA c_ B and 
for each i < i o , R i = S i N Au'i~ then 92 is a substructure of ~: if 9,I is a 
substructure of ~ we shall say that 92 is an elementary substructure of 
~, and write 92 -< ~, if the following conditions are satisfied, - when- 
ever ¢ ~ Form(u), n < c.9, x E hA,  and the free variables c f~ are among 
v o, ..., on_ 1 , then 92 ~ ~[x] iff .~  ~[x] .  Obviously if ~-< ~,  then 9~ 
is elementarily equivalent to ~.  The notion of elementary substructure 
was first introduced in [ 2 1 ], where the adjective 'arithmetical' is used 
instead of ~elementary'; in that paper the following fundamental result 
(1.6) was proved, and it is now known as 'Tarski's form of the down- 
ward LSwenheim-Skolem theorem' since it is an improvement of earlier 
results of LiSwenheim and Skolem in [1 5] and [20], respectively'. 
Lemma 1.6. Let 92 be a structure o f  type u, and T a complete set o f  
Skolem terms for  92, I~ such that IT{ = max(I/zl, co). Suppose B c_ [{ 9.:ill, 
and IBI =/3 ~ max(lul, ~0). I f  for  each t ~ T, c~(t) = (ll~tlln(t); t~  T}, 
then B c_ B', IB'I =/3, and B' is the universe o f  an elementary substruc- 
ture o f  ~. 
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We now state those propositions, the study of which is one of the 
main concerns of  this paper: 
Definition 1.7. "e~(a,/3; 7, 5)" [reso. "e~(a,  ~; 7, < 5) ' ]  is an abbre- 
viation for the proposition "every (o, ~) structure of type ts where 
It~l ~< ~ has a (7, 6) [resp. (7, < 8)] elementary substructure". The nega- 
tions o f '~(a ,  #; 7, 5), ~(a, /3 ;  7, < 6) may be denoted by 
'1 ~t(a,/3; 3', ti), -1 e~(a, ~; 7, ~< ~), respectively. 
A moment's thought shows that unless u > ~ > 6 >1 ~, and a i> 7 > 5, 
the propositions e~(a, O; 7, 6) ard ,_°t (a, ~; 7, ~< 6) can be decided as 
being true or false using 1.6 and trivial considerations. Thus we make 
the following definition: 
Definition 1.8. A quintuple of cardinals ~, a,/3, 7, 6 or the propositions 
(3~ (a, #; 7, 6), e~(~,/3; 3', ~< 5) are called relevant (to the problem in 
hand) if a >/3 > 5 f> ~ and a i> 3' > 6. A quadruple a,/3, 7, 8 is relevant 
if the quintuple 6, a,/3, 7, 5 is relevant. 
As remarked in the introduction, it is known that certain of the rele- 
vant propositions e~(a,/3; 7, ~< ~) are false but that these are the more 
uninteresting ones from the point of view of this paper. We conclude 
tiffs section by enumerating some obvious properties of the symbols 
e~(~,/3; 7, ~), e~(~,/3; 7, < 5): 
Lemma 1.9. (i) e~(a, /3; 7, 5) ~ e~(a,/3;7, ~< 6): if~' ~< ~, 
e~ (oz, tl; 7, ~< 6) ~ e~,fa,/3; 7, ~< 5): i f5  <<./3, e~(a,/3; 7, <-:- 6 ) ,  , 
e~(~,/3; 7, ~); 
(ii) suppose ~, ~,/3, 7 ,8  are relevant; then so are ~, a,/3, 6 +, 5 and 
~, a, 8 +, ~+, 5 ;and e~ (a, /3; 7, <~ ~ ) -* e~ (~, /3; 5 +, -<. 6) -, 
C'~(~, 6+;5 +, ~< 5); 
(iii) suppose ~, ~, /3, 7, 5 relevant; then so are ~, ~', /3, 7, 5 i f  a' > ~, 
a:,M e~(~, t?; 7, < 6) ~ e~(a',/3; 7, < 6). 
The proofs of the various parts of 1.9 follow immediately from 1.6, 
1.7, 1.8 and trivial considerations. 
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Section 2 
A set-theoretical characterization 
of the propositions e~ (a,/3, % < 6 ) 
In this section we shall give (Theorem 2.1) a set-theoretical charac-. 
terization of the relevant proposit ions e~ (a,/3; 7, ~< 6) which willi be 
especially usefid in section 4; the proof  of 2.1 is simple but tedious. 
Then in Theorem 2.2 we prove a result which has applications in section 
3. 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose ~, or,/3, 7, 6 relevant. Then 
(a) the fol lowing two conditions are equivalent: (i) e~(a,/3; "t, < 6); 
(ii) for  each sequence (fi)i < ~ ° f  funct i°ns  fi: a[<wl  -~/3, there is a set 
X c_ ~ with IXI = 7 such that I f i "X[<'° l  ! < 6 for  each i < e. 
(b) the fol lowing two conditions are equivalent: (i) e~(a, /3 ;  .~, < 6); 
(ii) for  each funct ion f :  c~[< tol ~/3, there is a set X c_ ~ with I Xt  = ~/ 
such that I f "X [<wi  I < 8. 
Proof of (a). Assume ~, a, t3, 3', 6 relevant. We show first that (i) -~ (ii); 
assume therefore that e~(a,/~; ~,, 8) holds and let ( f i ) i< ~ be an arbi- 
trary sequence of functions )'i : a [ < '~'! ~ ~. For each positive integer n, 
and each i < ~ define the function jr/, n : an -~ t3 by the condit ions: if 
x l,  ..., Xn are all distinct, fi, n (x 1 , ' " ,  Xn) = fi' { x l ,  "", Xn }' otherwise 
fi, n(X l , . . . ,  x n) = 0. Let 91 be the (~, t3)structure 
= (a, /3 ,  ( f / ,n ) i  < ~, 0 < n < to )` and p the type of 91. Then Ipl < ~; and 
applying e~ (a, /3 ; -/, ~< ~) to 91, we obtain a (~/, < 6) structure 
= (X, Y, (f/,n t xn) i<~,  0 <n <to) "< 91" Since ~ 91, f"°~,n Xn C_ Y for  
each i < ~, 0 < n < w, and therefore, by the definit ion of  the f/, n, 
f / "X l< tol c y for each i < ~; but IXl = ~, IYI < 6, and the f /were arbi- 
trary, so this establishes that (i)-~ (ii). 
Now we show that if (i) is false, then 6o is (ii). Assume therefore 
-1 e~(a,  ~; "r, < 8); then there is an (a,/3) structure 91 = (A, B, (Ri) i< ~) 
which has no (~,, < 8 ) elementary substructures. Let T be a complete set 
of Skolem terms for 91 such that ITI = ~. Suppose that, for each t ~ T, 
C-l)(t) = A n(t). I f  for some X c_ A with IXI = ~ we had IB A t"xn(t)l < 6 
for each t ~ T, then by 1,6, and since ~ < ~, 6, O { t "X  n(t) : t E T} 
woald be the universe of a (~/, < 8 ) structare 9I' "< 91, which would con- 
tradict our assumptions about 91. Thus; 
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ifX_C A and IXI = T, there is t~  Tsuch 
that [B f3 t "xn( t )  I > 6. 
(I) 
Now let b be a fixed element of B, and, for each t a T define the func- 
ti,on t '  • A n(t) ~ B by the condit ions t ' (x  1 , ..., Xn(t) ) = t (x  1 , ..., Xn(t)) if 
t (x1 ,  ..., Xn(t) ) ~ B, and t ' (x  j , ..., Xn(t) ) = b otherwise. It is clear from (I) 
above, that 
i fX  c_ A and IXI -'- ~, there is a t ~ T sucla 
that I t" 'Xn(t) l  > 6. 
(II) 
Let < be a well-ordering of  A, and, for each n, (hi, n) /<nn an enumera- 
tion of all the functions on { 1, ..., n } into { l, ..., n }. If o ~ A [n], and 
t t o = [x(1), .. ,  x (n ) ] ,  where x(1) < ... < x(n) ,  define hi, n o = 
= (x(hi,  n ' 1 ), ..., x(hi ,  n 'n)). Finally, if t ~ T, and n = n(t) ,  and if a ~. A [nl, 
define t'o = (t'(h}, n 'o ) ) i<nn.  Thus if we write n' ( t )  = n( t )  n(t), t-is a func- 
tion 7: A In(t)l --> n'(t )B. -Extend each function )-in an arbitrary manner to 
a function, still called t'~ on A I< wl into B' = U { nB " 0 < n < co }; then 
tB'I -- fl, and putt ing T-= {t'" t E T} we have IT-I ~< ~, and we shall show 
that the existence of  T contradicts (ii). In order to accomplish this it is 
obviously sufficient o show that 
for each X c_ A, with I XI = ~, and such that X 
has no greatest member in the ordering <, there 
is t E T such that I -i-"xln(t)] I > 6. 
(III) 
Suppose then that X _c A, I XI = 7, and that X has no greatest member 
in the ordering <. By (II), we may fix t ~ T, and n = n(t) ,  such that 
It' "Xnl > 6. Now we cover X n by n n sets (P j ) i<nn,  each Pi being de- 
fined as follows: if r ~ X n , then r ~ Pi iff there is 0 6 X[  nl such ~ hat 
P r = hi, n 'o. Since X has no greatest member, the Pi do indeed cove r X n 
and since I / "Xn l  > 6, we may fix a ]< n n such that I t ' "e j l  > 6. ?or 
,6 ,  t '  ' each z ~ t Pi' choose rz ~ P], 0 z ~ x ln l  such that z = r z, and 
rz = h/,n' a z ," then i fz  1 q: z2, t"rz l  _:/: t"rz2, and therefore t 'Ozl ~ t'Oz2 
by the definit ion of  the functions t; and (III) follows immediatel:1. Thus 
we have corapleted the proof of (a). 
Proof of  (b). That (i)--, (ii) follows from (a). We shall show that if (i) is 
false, so is (ii). Suppose, therefore, that (i) is false; then by (a), there is 
a sequence (fn)n < o, of functions f n" a [< ~1 -, ~, such that for e~ ch 
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X _c A, with IXI = 7, we have I fn"Xl<~]l > t~ for some n < ~.  For 
each m, 0 < m < ~,  let fro, n =fn t aim]. Enurz~erate the set {fm, n " 
n < ~,  0 < m < w } as (f(P))p < ,o ; then there are sequences 
(m(p))p < o~, (n(p))p < ,o such that f(P) =.fro(p), n(p) for each p < w. 
Take a strictly increasing sequence (m'(p))p < ~ of integers, such that 
m'(p) >i m(p) for eachp  < ~o. Now we define a function f :  a I<,o]  -~ fl 
as follows: if o ~ a l<wl  and for no p does m'(p)= Iol, thenf 'o  = 0; 
otherwise there is a unique p such that m'(p) = Iol, and if o = {x l ,  ..., 
Xm,(p)} where x I < ... < x~,(p) in the natural well-ordering on a, then 
we put f 'o  = fro(p), n(p)'{ Xl ,  "", Xm(p) }, this being possible since 
m(p) <~ m'(p). It is easily seen that for any infinite subset X of  ~, with 
~"~' [< ~1 c no greatest member in the natural well-ordering on a, In -  
___ f "X[  <`°] for each n < ~.  Hence by the pioperties of  the £ : ,  i fX  _c t~ 
and IX l = 7, then I f "X l  < °~11 > 6, and the existence o f f  contradicts (ii). 
Thus we have shown that if (i) is false, so is (ii), and this completes the 
proof of (b), and therefore the proof of  2.1. 
Theorem 2.2. Suppose ~,/3, 7, 5 are relevant, and Chat/3~ =/3; then 
e,o (a,/3; 7, < 5) is equivalent to e6(a, /3; 7, 6). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.90) it is sufficient to show that e,o(a,/3; 7, < 5) 
implies e6(a,/3; 7, ~< 8). Assume therefore e,o(a, fl; 7, < 8), and let 
(fi)i<~ be an arbitrary sequence of funct ionsf i  ~ a l<to]  -+/3. Define the 
function f : ~[<-,1 ~, 8/3 by the condit ion f 'o  = U'].'o)i< ~ for each 
o ~ ~[<o,1. Since 16/31 =/36 =/3 ai,d e,o(a,/3; 7, < 8) hold by assumption, 
we have, by 2.1 (b), that there is a subset X o fu ,  such that Ig l  - 7 and 
I f "X I  < ,ol I <~ 6. It follows easily from the definit ion o f f  that 
If~."XI < ~,1 I < 5 for each i < 5. But the f /were  arbitrary; therefore 
e6(a,/3; 7, ~< 5 ) holds by 2.1 (a), and this concludes the proof  c f  2.2. 
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Section 3 
Constructible sets and the progositions E~ (~, ~;3', ~</i) 
We have found it impossible to present he material in this section in 
such a manner that it would be easily understood by a reader un- 
acquainted with the details of [ 7] ; we assume, therefore, that the 
reader either has digested the contents of [7] or has a copy on hand to 
which he can refer if necessary. The main results of this section are 
Theorems 3.2 (which shows, among other things, that each relevant 
proposition e~ (a,/3; 3', < ~) is incompatible with the axiom of construc- 
tibility) and 3.14 (another result of the same type); these theorems, 
~zpart from their intrinsic interest, will be useful in section 4. Before we 
can state 3.2 we need to give a brief account of some of the main ideas 
and results of [7]. 
The results of this section will be proved in the particular formaliza- 
tion of Bernays et theory described in [7, Ch. I], and will be conse- 
quences of the axiom system ~', which, by definition, consists of the 
axioms ~; of [7; see p, 7] (these being the basic axioms of Bernays et 
theory together with the ax;,om of regularity) augmented by the axiom 
of choice in the form - "any set can be well-ordered". 
The following 6efinitions occur at the end of Ch. III and in Ch. V of 
[ 7 ]. A well-ordering R of On 2 is defined by the postulate 
( i l , i2)R(J l , j  2) i f f( i  1 u i 2 < J l  u j2 )v  [il u i 2 =J l  u j2  & 
(il, i 2> Le(Jl.,]2>], where (i 1, z'2>Le(j 1,j2 ) i f f i  1 < ]2 u (i2 =12 & 
il < ]1). Then a well-ordering S of 9 X On 2 is defined by: if m, n < 9, 
(m, i l ,  i 2 > S(n , j  1 ,j2 ) i ff  ( i l ,  i2)R( j  1 , j2 ) v [ ( i l ,  i2 ) = (Jl ,J2 ) & m < n]. 
The unique order isomorphism between 9 × On 2 and On induced by S 
isdenoted by J; thus (m, i 1 , i2> S(n,j  I ,/2) iff J'(m, i 1 , i2 ) < J ' (n,  j l  , j2 ) . 
Given an ordinal j, there is a unique integer n < 9, and unique ordinals 
i l ,  i2 such that]  = J'(n, i 1 , i 2) and we put i I = K~j, i 2 = K~j. The func- 
tions J0, ..., J8 on On 2 are defined by Jn(i l ,  i 2> = J'(n, i I , i 2> for n < 9. 
Then we always have K~ i ~< i, K~ i <~ i, and i f i  ~ c~(30) , K~ i < i and 
K~ i < i [7; 9.25]. The function F with domain On is then defined in- 
ductively as follows: if i E c~(J 0 ), F'i = F"i ;  if i E (Jn), 0 < n < 9, 
then F'i = 5rn(F'K ~ i, F'K~ i), where, for each X, Y, 0rl(x, Y) = {X, Y}, 
~72(X ,Y )=EnXandE={(x ,y>:x~y},  5 r3(X ,Y )=X-Y ,  
c3:4(X , Y)=X t Y, ~5(X, Y)=Xn Cl)(Y), 5r6(X, Y )=Xn {(u,u>; 
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( , J ,u)~ Y}, 5r7(X, Y )=Xn { (u, v, w) " (v, w, u) ~ Y} ,  5r8(X , Y)= 
= X n {(u, v, w) : (u, w, v) ~ Y}. A set x is constructible i fx  ~CR(F), 
and the class of constructible sets is denoted by L. A class X is construc- 
tible iff X _c L and X n x E L for each x ~ L. The predicate "X is con- 
structible" is denoted by 2(X);  Z?(x) is equivalent to x ~ L i fx  is a set 
[7; 9.64]. I fx  ~ L, the smallest ordinal ] such that x = F'] is called the 
order of x, and denoted by Od'x. For each i, the order of that member 
of F'i ,  if F ' i  4: O, which has the least order of all members of F ' i  is de- 
noted by C'i; i f F ' i  = 0, then C'i = 0 [7; 11.81 ]. The class of all sets is 
denoted by V, and the axiom ofconstruct ibi l i ty is the proposition V = L. 
(Throughout the rest of this paper the letters J, K, C. V, L, E will denote 
the corresponding special classes defined in this paragraph.) 
Given a formula ¢ of set theory containing only class variables, the 
membership symbol ~, and logical symbols, the relativized formula ~t 
corresponding to ~ is obtained by replacing in ~ each occurrence in ~ of 
an existential quantifier (3X) (... by an occurrence of (3X) (Z?(X) &. . . ,  
and each occurrence in ~ of a universal quantifier (VX) (... by an occur- 
rence of (VX)(Z?(X) ~ ... ; if X 1 , ..., X n are construc~ib!e c!asses, then 
epi(X1, ..., Xn) may be read "~(v 1 , ..., o n) is satisfied in the model A by 
X1,  ..., X n ", or, if ~ is a sentence, "¢ holds in A", where A is thought of 
as all the constructib!',e classes, together with the relation of membership 
between them. 
If now, as in [7], in addition to ~, further predica~es (or notions), 
(e.g., c_), operations, (e.g. U ), and special classes, (e.g. v,  On), have been 
introduced into the theory by suitable defining postulates (in effect 
using the method of "introduction of eliminable descriptions" as de- 
scribed in [ 12; § 74] ), then the relativized's of these predicates, opera- 
tions, and special classes are defined by the relativized's of the corre- 
sponding defining postulates. Thus e.g., _c may be introduced by the de- 
fining postulate: X c_ y iff (VZ) (Z ~ X ~ Z ~ Y); so that the r,elativized 
_c z of c_ has the defining postulate: X c_ t Y iff (VZ) (Z?(Z) & 
Z ~ X. --,. Z E Y). Now the following remarkable results are deduced, in 
fact from ~, in [7; Chs. VI, VII, VIII] ; - 
Lemma 3.1. (i) The axioms ~' hold in A; (ii) V = L holds in A ; (iii) the 
g.c.h, holds in A. 
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It follows from 3. ! (i) that if a statement $ is provable from ~;', then 
so is el- In particular, if an operation T(X) is defined by the postulate 
$(T(X), X), it being first proved from ~' that (VX)(-3! Y)$(Y, X), then 
it can also be deduced from ~;' that (VX) (3!  Y)$(Y, X) holds in z~, so 
that the relativized Tz of T can actually be defined: further, if the two 
predicates P(X), P'(X) have different defining postulates, ay $(X), $'(X), 
and if (VX) ($(X) ~- r $'(X)) is provable from ~', (i.e. the predicates 
P, P' are extensionaUy identical, assuming ~ '), then one can also prove 
from ~' that PI, P[ are extens:~onally identical; and a~alogous results are 
true for operations arid special classes. 
We shall use the following mode of expression when there is no possi- 
bility of confusion: suppose, for example, that the predicate "X is an in- 
accessible ordinal" has precise defining postulate 4(X); then if X' is con- 
structible and ¢l(X') holds, we shall say, as an alternative to "X'  satisfies 
the formula ¢(00 ) in A", that "X' is in A an inaccessible ordinal", or, if 
X' = i is already an ordinal (all ordinals being constructible by [7; 11.42]), 
"i is inaccessible in A ". 
Finally, defined predicates P(X), operations T(X), a~d speci:~.l c asses 
A are called absolute if for all constructible X, P(X) ~-, Pt(X), 
T(X) = TI(X), A = A l hold respectively; it follows that whenever T, A 
are absolute and X is constructible, then T(X) and A are constructible 
[ 7; 10.11 ]. We shall sometimes say, for example, "the notion of func- 
tion is absolute" instead of "the predicate [or notion] 'X is a function' 
is absolute". 
For more information on the preceding ideas, we refer the reader to 
[7; pp. 42, 47]. 
We are now able to state the first main result of this section (cf Defi- 
nition 1.2): 
Theorem 3.2. / fa ,  #, T, 8 are relevant, and C~(a, ~; 3', ~< 5) holds, then 
the ordinal 5 + satisfies the fi~rmula "o o q~ N(~)(AC) '' in 4. 
Using the same methods as we shall use to prove 3.2, it can be shown 
that in the statement of 3.2, one may replace 'AC' by 'N(~)(AC) ' of by 
'/VC~)(N(~')(AC))' etc., but we do not know whether in 3.2 'N(~)' can be 
replaced by 'M (~)', or even by 'M'. 
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In order to establish 3.2 it is sufficient, by 1.9(it) to prove: 
Lemma 3.3. l f a  > 5 +, and ew(t~, 5 + ; 6 +, ~< 5) holds, then 5 + :~atisfies 
the formula "v 0 q N(~)(AC) '' in A. 
Most of the rest of this section (Lemmas 3.4 to 3.13) is taken up by 
the proof of 3.3. The plan of this proof i~ as follows: the lemmas may 
be divided into groups: 
Group I: 3.4 to 3.7. In order to prove 3.3 we need to deduce from 
e~o(a, 6 + ; 6 ÷ <~ 8) only that vertain (o~, 6 + ) structures of types ~ where 
Ipl = 8, (in fact those described in the statement of 3.6) have (I~+, < 5) 
elementary substructures, and 3.4 to 3.6 accomplish this deduction. If 
we were willing to replace 6 by o~ 0 in the statements of 3.2, 3.3, then 
3.5 to 3.7 would be redundant; if we were willin~ to assume (5+) ~ = ~ as 
an extra hypothesis in 3.2, 3.3 then we could obtain 3.7 immediately 
from 2.2, so that in this case also 3.5 to 3.6 would be redundant and 
the proofs of 3.11 and 3.13 could accordingly be simplified a little. 
Lemma 3.4 sets forth some, but not all, :~f the results on absoluteness 
and related ideas needed for the proofs ~f 3.5, 3.6; except for 3.4(iii), 
3.4 is also used in lemmas beyond 3.7. Since detailed proofs of 3.5 and 
3.6 would be very long, we have given summaries and hints only, hoping 
that the reader wil~ be able to construct from them the proofs in en- 
tirety. Essentially 3.5 is true because at certain points in the ar~rnents 
concerning absoluteness we have to consider the set of all finite subsets 
only, of a given constructible set, and at these points the results of 
3.4(iii) can be applied. 
Group H: 3.8. to 3.10. All these lemmas are essentially due to G6del 
and are explicit and implicit in Ch. VIII of [7]. They prepare the way 
for the method used in the proof of - 
Group III: 3.11. In this lemma it is established under the hypotheses 
of 3.3 that 6+ is inaccessible in A. 
If the reader is interested only in showing that e~,(a, ~1 ; ~1, t'~0 ) 
and a > ~1 imply that ~1 is inaccessible in A he need read only 3.~ to 
3.11. 
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Group 1V: 3.12 and the definition of qJ which precedes 3.12: This 
lemma has the same relation to 3.13 as 3.10 had to 3.11. 
Group V: 3.13. The completion of the proof of 3.3 and therefore 
that of 3.2. 
After completing the proof of 3.2, we conclude the section with 
Theorem 3.14, another esult of the same type as 3.2. 
Lemma 3.4. (i) L is transitive; 
(ii) the special classes 0, 1, co 0, On are absolute: the operations UX, 
~(X),  ~(X) ,  X 'Y ,  X"Y ,  X t  Y, Xu  Y, X× r, X -  Y, {X, Y} ,  (X, Y) 
are absolute: the membership relation, and the notions o f  set, ordinal 
number, c_, function, ( 1, 1 ) correspondence, are absolute; 
(iii) i f  a is finite, o ~ L i f f  o c_ L: the notion o f  finiteness is absolute: 
the operation nX, where n is an integer, is absolute: the operation o f  
forming the class o f  all finite s~equences o f  members o f  a given class X is 
absolute: for sets x, and positive i~ttegers n, the operation x n is absolute; 
(iv) the operatio~ which associates the ordinal ~o  + i with the ordinal 
i is absolute; 
(v) i f  a is initial, then ~ is initial in A; 
(vi) i f  a is regut'ar, then ~ is regular in za; 
(vii) i f  we write temporarily exp (y, x ) jb r  Y x, where x, y are sets, and 
if  x, y E L, then expt(y, x) = Yx n L. 
lh'oof. (i) is [7; 9.51]. 
(ii) all these results are proved in [7; Chs. V, VI] except the absolute- 
ness of co 0, which follows from the other results of (ii).and [7; 8.4, 
7.42] ; 
(iii) If o ~ L then o c_ L by (i). 0 ~ L by (ii). Also if o, x ~ L then 
j u (x}~ L by (ii). Thus the implication a ~ L & (o is finite). ~. o a L 
~an be proved by induction on Iol. 
'To show that the notion of finiteness is absolute, it is sufficient by 
(ii) to show that if o ~ L and a is finite then there is a (1, 1 ) correspon- 
dence f ~ L betweer, o and an integer n. This may be established by in- 
duction on lot, for if x, a ~ L ,x  q~ a, andre  L is a (1, 1) correspondence 
between a and n, thenf  u (x, n) ~ L by (ii), az~d is a (1, 1) correspon- 
dence between a u { x } and n + 1. 
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It follows immediately from (ii) and the fact that the notion of 
finiteness is absolute, that the operations nX, where n is an integer, and 
the operation T of forming the class T(X)  of all the finite sequences of 
members of a class X, are absolute; for e.g. T(X)  is just the class of all 
finite subsets of X × o~ 0 which are functions whose domains are mem- 
bers of ~o 0. 
We show now that the operation x n on sets x and positive integers n
is absolute. Let ~(f, x) be the formula " f i sa  function, c/)(f) = ~o 0 _ 1, 
f ' l  = x, and for each n E ~o  - 1, f 'n  + 1 = x X f 'n" .  Then 
(Vx)  ( 3 ! . f )¢ ( f ,  x )  is provable from ~;, and we may define x n by the 
condition y ~ x n ~ (3 f ) (~( f ,  x)  & y ~ f 'n ) .  Now the concepts occur- 
ring in ~(f, x) are absolute by (ii), and so ~(f, :~) ~ ¢t(f, x) if/', x ~ L, 
hence to prove the operation xn absolute it is sufficient o show that if 
x ~ L, and ¢(f, x), then f6  L; but this follows from the fact that 
(~'x) (3 f )¢ ( f ,  x) holds in/x by (3.1 (i)). 
(iv) The proof that the operation w0 ~ i on ordinals i is absolute is 
similar to the proof of the absoluteness of x ~, except hat the "unique 
function" w aich comes under consideration has domain On. 
(v) Supp 9se a is initial. Then in A, t~ is an infinite ordinal by (ii) (iii). 
If ,~ were n(~t initial there would be by (ii) a (1, 1) correspondence f ~ L 
between a ~nd an ordinal i < t~. 
We leave :he proofs of (vi) and (vii) to the reader. 
1.emma 3.5. Let  ~: be an inf in ite type,  and 9I = <A, (Ri) i < io) a structure 
o f  type  la. I f  tz ~ L and 9I E L,  then there is a complete  construct ib le  set 
T o f  Sko lem terms fo r  9.1, and a construct ib le  (1, 1) correspondence be- 
tween i o and  T. 
We can do little more than enumerate the stages in the proof of 3.5. 
(a) The notion of a type is absolute. For a type is a funct!ion whose 
domain is an ordinal and whose range is included in w 0 - 1, so the abso- 
luteness follows from 3.4(ii). 
(b) The operation Form (/s) which associates with each type ta the set 
of formulae of the logic corresponding to u can and will be defined ir~ 
such a manner that it is absolute. 
In defining Form (u) we need a denumerable set of variables which 
we may take to be the set ~0 of integers; three logical symbols, =, 3, 
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ar..Ld I, (where I is the Sheffer stroke) which we may take to be tbe con- 
stzuctible sets { 1 }, {{ 1 }} and {{{ 1 } }} respectively; and for each 
i E- c~(/~) a ta'i-ary predicate symbol which we may take to be the ordinal 
too + i. We define At (t~) (the atomic formulae of the logic corresponding 
to/~) by the condition ¢~ At(/~) iff [/a is a type] & [¢~ {=} X w2.v .  
(-Ii) (i ~ c~(/a) & bE {w0 +i) X w~'i]. Using 3.4 (ii) (iii) (iv) and (a) 
above, At is easily seen to be absolute. Now let G be the operation 
which associates with each set x the set { t } X x 2 u { 3} X to o X x; then 
G is absolute by 3.4(ii), and for each u there is a unique function fon  
w 0 such that f '0  = At (/a)~ and for each n < too, f 'n  + 1 = G(f 'n).  We put 
Form(p) = U c~(f). Using the absoluteness of At and G we can show by 
the method used in the proof of 3.4(iii) while demonstrating the abso- 
luteness ofx  n, that Form is absolute with this definition. 
(c) If we use the above definition o? Form(v), the operation 
Fv  (u, ¢) which associates with each type ta and each ¢ ~ Form(v) the 
set of free variables of¢,  can and will be defined in such a manner that 
it is absolute; then for each p, ¢, F v (ta, ¢) is a finite subset of too. 
(d) The predicates "9i is a structure of type it", "A is the universe of 
th~ structure ~t" are absolute. 
(e) ]'he foliowing predicate - the satisfaction predicate - can and 
will be defined in such a manner that it is absolute; "/~ is a type, 92 is a 
structure of type ta, ¢ ~ Form(v), and there is an integer n with 
F v (~, ~) c_ n, and x ~ nA, where A is the universe of ~, and x satisfies 
iin 9~ in the sense of Tarski". 
(f) The predicate "cI, is a set of finitary functions on the set x"  is 
absolute. 
(g) Using the above definition of satisfaction, the following predicate 
ca:a and will be defined in such a mariner that it is absolute: "ta is a type, 
is a structure of type u, and ¢ is a complete set of Skolem func, tions 
fo:r l!he pair 9~,/~" 
(h) cf. Definition 1.4. The predicate "4> is a set of finitary functions 
on the set x, and ¢ is closed under the operation of finite superposition" 
is absolute. 
The proof of 3.5 may now be completed as follows. Let S be the 
statement: "If/~ is an infinite type, and 9/a structure of type u, then 
th~re exist sets * ,  ¢ '  of finitary functions on the universe af ~ with the 
properties (i) ¢ _c_ ¢ ' ;  (fi) ,I, is a complete set of Skolem functions for 
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the pair 92, F ; (iii) cI,' is closed under the operation of  finite superposi- 
tion; (iv) there is a ( i ,  1 ) correspondence b tween ~'  and @(/a)"~ Then S 
is provable from ~',  so by 3.1 (i), S t is provable from ~'. Using (a) to (h), 
above, 3.4(ii)(i i i), and Definition 1.5, we easily see that S t implies 3.5. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose a > 8 + , and that C,~(~, 6+; 6 ÷ , ~ 8) holds. I f  
<<. io < 8 +, and ~ = (A,  B, (Ri)i ( io) is a constructtble (a, 8+)-struc - 
ture o f  constructible type Is; and ! f  tin,re is a constructible (1, 1) corre- 
spondence between B and 8 ÷, then ~ has an elementary substructure 
which is a (6 + , <<. 8)-structure. 
The proof of 3.6 given here is a ref inement of the proof  of 2.2; we 
shall give a brief summary only, leaving most details of 'absoluteness' to 
the reader. 
Proof of  3.6. Assume all the hypotheses of  3.6. By 3.5 there is a set T 
which is a complete constructible set of Skolem terms for 91, and a con- 
structible (1, 1) correspondence b tween i 0 and T. For each n ~ ~0 - 1, 
let T n = { t : t ~ T & cb(t) = A n }. The operation by which the sequence 
(Tn)o <n <,~ is obtained from 92 and T is absolute, and 92, T~ L, there- 
for (Tn)o< n <,o ~ L and each T,~ is a constructible subset of T; and 
since there is a constructible function on i 0 onto T, there is, for each 
positive n, a constructible numerat ion  (ti, n)i<io of Z n . Let b be that 
element of B of  least order, and for each i < i 0 and each n with 
0 < n < ~ define t~, n : A n -~ B by the conditions: if ti, n(al ,  ..., a n) E B,  
then t~, n (a 1, "", an) = ti, n (a 1," ' ,  an), otherwise t~, n (a 1, "", an) = b. The 
operation by which the sequences (t},n)i<io are obtained from the se- 
quences (ti, n)i<io and A, B is absolute, and A, B ~ L and each 
(ti, n) i< i o ~ L, therefore ach (t), n)i . (  i o E L. For each positive n, define 
the function q'n :An -~ i°B by the condit ion ¢n(al , ..., a n) = (t),n(a 1 , ..., 
an))i < io. The operat ion by which the valu e ~n(a l ,  .... , an) is obta ined 
from the constructible sets (a I , ..., a n ~ and (tl. 'n) i< io is absolute, so that 
for each positive n and each (a 1, ..., a n) E A n, ~n(al ,  .... an) ~ L, there- 
fore by 3.4(vii), for each positive n, qJn is a function ¢n : An -~ 
exPi(i 0 , B). 
By assumption, there is a constructible (1, 1) correspondence b tween 
B and 8 + , therefore there is a (1, 1) correspondence b tween expt(i 0 , B) 
and exp/(i 0 , ~+), i.e. lexpi(i 0, B)t = lexp/(i 0, 8+)1. B~t 8 + is a regular car- 
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dinal, and therefore, by 3.4(v) (vi), a regular cardinal in A. Since, by 
3.1 (iii), the g.c.h, holds in A, and since io < 8+ by assumption, we have 
~+ ~: le:~pi(i o, 8+)1 = lexpt(i o, B)I. Putting B' = expt(i o, B), we have, for 
each positive n, that fin is a function fin : An ~ B' c_ ioB (by 3.4(ii)) and 
IB'I = ~+. 
By applying the hypothesis eto(ot, 6+ ; 6+, < 6) to the (a, 8 ÷) structure 
9J' = (A tj B', B', A, h, (qJn)0 <n < ,~), where h is a (1,1) correspondence 
between A and A u B', and we obtain a (6+, ~< 6) elementary substruc- 
ture of 9J'. It follows that there is a set X c_ A with IXI = 6 + such that 
~J' n ¢  X I < ~ for each positive n. Sii~ce i < ~+, it follows from the defini- 
tions of the qJn, that I t~,n"Xnl < 8 for each i < i 0 and each positive n; 
and from the definitions of the t' that IB n t"Xnl < ~ for each t ~ Tn l~ ?: ' 
and each positive n. By 1.6 we hav~ that U { t "X  n : t ~ T n , 0 < n < ¢o } 
is the universe of a (~i + , < 8) elementary substructure of 9.I, and this con- 
cludes the proof of 3.6. 
As an immediate corollary of 3.6 we have: 
Lemma 3.7. Suppose a > b +, that @oj(~, 6+; 8 +, <<- 6) holds, and that 
is a constructible a-strtwture o f  constructible type u, where I/al < ~. I f  
the lk~rmula ~ (o 0 ) ~ Form (ta) has exactly one free variable o o, and if 
there is a constructible (1, 1) correspondence between 8+ and the set 
{a: ~'I ~ ¢(v0)[a] }, then there is a ~+ -structure ~3-<9~such t at 
I{a:!~ t = ~(v0)[a] }1 < 6. 
We note that there is no reason to believe that the structure ~ in  the 
statement of 3.7 is constructible. 
Next we, quote the remarkable theorem 12.3 of [7] : 
Lemma 3.8. I f  s is a set o f  ordinals closed under the functions 
J0, ..., Js, KI, K2, C, and if  G is an order isomorphism on s onto an 
ordinal i o ; then whenever j, j' ~- s, F7  EFT '  i f f  F 'G7  ~ F'GT'. 
As is mentioned on p. 53 of [7], 3.8 is proved from Z alone; thus the 
set s need not be constructible. Implicit in Ch. VIII of ['7] is the follow- 
ing corollary of 3.8: 
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Lemma 3.9. I f s  is a set o f  ordinals closed under Jo, -.., Js ,  K l ,  K2, C, 
and i f  G is an crder isomorphism on s onto an ordinal i o, then G induces 
an isomorphism H on the structure (F"s, E n (F"s )  2) onto the structure 
(F" io,  E n (F" i  0)2 > H being given by H'F7 = F 'G7 fo r /~ s. Moreover i f  
c w,,-. and H is an isomorphism on the structure /0 c__p,,So ,'s then 1o - - to, 
(F"s, E n (F"s) 2 , (/)/</o) onto the structure (F" i  o, E n ( F"i  0 )2, q)/</o )" 
Proof. We show first that H is actually a function; for this it is sufficient 
to show that i f / I  , 12 ~ s and F71 = F72 ,  then F'G71 = F'G72 Suppe'~ 
then/1 ,]2 E S and F ' ]  1 = F72 ; i f x  ~ F 'G71,  then, since F'GTI  
c F,'(G']I ) by [7; 9.5],  x = F' i  for some i < G'] 1 ; by the definitiot~ c~,f 
G, there 13 ~ s such that i = G'] 3 and therefore x = F'G'] 3 . Thus 
F'G']3 E F'G'] 1 so, by 3.8, F'] 3 ~ F'] 1 = F'] 2 . By 3.8 again, 
x = F'G'] 3 ~ F'G'] 2 ; hence we have shown F'G'] 1 c_ F'G']2 , and one 
proves similarly F'G'] 2 c_ F 'G' j l  ; therefore F'G'] 1 = F'G'] 2 , as wa~, ~,~o be 
shown. 
Next we show that H is (1, 1). For this it is sufficient o show that if 
] l ,  ]2 E S and F'] 1 4= F']2 , then F'G'] 1 4= F'G'] 2 . Suppose then, for 
example, ]1 , /z ~ s and FT~ - F72 ~: 0. Let/3 = J3'(Jl ,[2); since s is 
closed under J3 ,]3 E S, and F73 = FT1 - FT:! 4= 0 (cf. [7; 9.331 ). Let 
]4 = C'13 ; since s is closed under C, 14 ~ s, and F ' ]  4 ~ F73 by the defini- 
tion of C [7; 11.81]. Thus F74 ~ F71 - F ' /~.  By 3.8 F 'G74 
F'GT1 - F'G72 and therefore F'G71 4:F 'G72 as was to be shown. 
Obviously H is onto F" i  0 , and is therefore an isomorphism between 
(F"s,  E n (F"s)  2) and (F" i  0 , E n (F" i0)  2 ). 
To establish the last part of 3.9, it is sufficient to show that if 
] c_ F"s ,  then H t j is the identity function on/ .  By il~dttction, it is sut z
ficient, to show that i f /+  1 c F"s  and H t / is the identity, then H'j =/.  
Suppose then]  + 1 c_ F"s  and H t ] is the ide~ltity. I f / '  ~ ], then 
i' = H']' ~ HT, therefore ] _c HT. On the other hand, suppose y E HT, 
then since H7 ~ F" i  0, y ~ F" i  0 by [7; 9.5],  so that there is x ~ F"s  
such that H'x = y ~ HT; but then x ~ / and H'x = x = y,  therefore y ~ ~; 
and it follows that H7 c_ j. Hence H'] = 1; and this completes the proof 
of 3.9. 
Lemma 3.10. (i) If/>~ w o, then IF'71 = I/I; 
(ii) a is closed under Jo, ..., Js ,  K1, K2, C; 
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(i~i) 
(iv) 
(v) 
(x:93 
Proof. 
(ii) 
i f /<  a then 91(/~ "'1)~ F"a ;  
a c F"a ;  
i f  io < fl ~ to, and ~ = <F'~Io , E ~ (F'7ol -~ , (t~<~ ~, ti~en 
h v0 c i 0 [x t } = 9t(io). 
(i) f rom[7;12 .1 / .  
from [7; 9.26, 9,25, 11.81. 
(iii) Let ¢ be tile statement: "whenever a is a i in/mite initial ordinal, 
and whenever/< ~, then 9~(F'7)C F"a" .  We show first that V ~ L ira. 
plies¢: i fa  = ~i+1 ar id /< a, one deduces from L8 that 9 (£" i )  g~: F"a  
holds, exactly as [ 7; t 2.21 ;s deduced from 17; ; 2.31 in !71 ; it then 
follows trivially that if a > ~0 and j < a, then ? (F '7 )  C F"a;  finally 
one easily establishes that i fn < ~0, 9(F"n)  ~ F"w o holds, using the 
proofs of [7; 9.63, 9,66] and ~he fact that ~0 is closed under the J's, 
Thus we have shown ¢ to be provable l¥om ~' az~d V = L; by 3.1 (i)(ii), 
¢l is provable from >2'. Now F is  absolute by [7; 1 !~61, and "~ ~, and 
the notion of infinite ordinal number are absolute by 3,4~ii)(iii), and so. 
using 3.4(v) we see that ¢l implies 3. i0(iii). Th~:s 3.10(iii} is provable 
from Z '. 
(iv) By an argument similar to that used in the proof of (iii) above, 
one :~hows that if (iv) is provable from V= L and ~', then (iv) is prob- 
able from $' alone. We shall now prove (iv) from V = L and ~£': first 
suppose ~ is regular; i f /<  a and Od"j C a, then since tOd'7! <- Ill < c,, 
there is an ordinal j '  such that Od"j G ]' < c~ so that ] g .,r-r and/ '  <a  
By (iii)j ~ 7~(F"/') ~ F"a ;  and therefore Od7 < a. Hence, by induction 
on j ,  a c_ F"a  i fa  is regular. The result for singular a follows trivially 
(v) Suppose i o < ~3 ~/o"  Then i 0 + 1 ~ F" j  0 by (iv). Let ~ = <F"/o~ 
E 0 (F  ]0) , (1){<io> and X = { x" ~[ ~ vr.~ c i o [xt }. We sho that 
X = 7~t(io). l f x  ~ X, then x ~ F"'to, therefore x G L; ~!so since'- x ~ F"lo, 
x c F"/o by [7; 9.5], therefore by the definition of X, x C i 0 . Thus 
x ~ 5~(i 0) n L, and 9~(i 0) c'~ L = ?t(io) since ~ is absolute and i o ~ L. 
Conversely, i fx  E 9l(io) then x c_ ie ; also Od'i o < 3 by (iv), therefore, 
for some/ '< ~, i o ~ F"] '  a~id so i o ~2 F '7 '  by [7; 9.51 ; thus ~: 6 ~( i  o) 
c 9~t(F"/' ) c F"3 c F"Jo by (iii), so that it follows easily that x ~ X. 
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Lemma 3.t 1. / fa  > 3", and ~(a ,  6*; ~*, < ~) holds, then 6 + is inacces- 
sible in &. * 
Proof. Suppo~ o > 6*, that (?~C~, **: 6", < 5) holds, and that 6 + is 
accessible in A. We shall deduce a contradiction. Since ~+ is a regular 
cardinal, 6* ~ a regular cardinal in A, by 3.4(v)(vi). But by 3.1 (iii), the 
g.c.h, holds in &, so there is a greatest ordinal i o < 6+ such that i 0 is 
initial in A. By 3. !0(i i)( iv) a is closed under J0, -.-, Js,  KI ,  K2, C and 
c, C F 'a ;  theretore we may consider the structure 
~[= (F"a ,  E n (F"a)  2, a, F t a, J0 ~ ~X2, "" ,  J8  I" a 2 , 
K 1 t a ,K  2 t a, C t  ~,( i ) ,<io) .  
We shall show that ~1 satisfies all the conditiot~s of Lemma 3.7 with 
% ~ i o as the tbrmula ~(%) of  that lemma. 91 is an ~-structure by 
3.10(iL Also E n (F"a)  2 = E f n (F'*a) 2 , so if we replace E by E l in the 
above  e. . . . .  ~= ,om,u a tk~r ~, all special classes and operations occurring in the 
transtbrmed formula are absolute; hence since ¢~ ~ L, it follows that 
c L. Similarly, it is obvious what we intend the type tt of 9~ to be, 
and that this ~ ~£ L,; and lut < 6 since i 0 < ~*. Finally i fX  = {x • 
t= o 0 C~ i0[x i  }, X = fPt(io) by 3.10(v), and since the g.c.h, holds in A 
and i o is the last ordinal initial in A before ~+, there is a constructible 
( 1, 1 ) corresponaence between 5~t(i o) and ~+. Therefore we can in fact 
apply 3.7 to ~[ ~o obtain a 6+-structure ~-<~I with the property that, 
i~ Y = {3'" ~3 ~ v 0 ~ iolY] }, then IYI < ~. Since ~B-<9.I,~ must be of 
the form ~ = ~1 s, E n (F s) .. . .  , ( i ) i<io),  where s is a set of  ordinals 
closed under J0 ..... , Js,  K l ,  K2, C and such that i o + 1 c_ s. I f~ '  = (F"s, 
E c~ (F"s) 2 , (i)~ <ioz, by 3.9 there is an ordinal J0, such that the struc- 
tu re  ~"  = "1"*'" . , ~ I0, E n (F"jo)2 (i) i<io) is isomorphic to ~' .  Let Y" - 
{y" ~3" ~ v 0 ~; i0[Yl }; then tY"I - IY1 < 6. On the other hand ~aisa 
6*-structure, therefore so is @"; hence by 3.10(i)~+ = I F"]o  I = IJo I, so 
~+ = tF '7ol  = l]oI, so 6+ <Jo ;  it follows then from 3.10(v) that 
Y" = 5~t(io), and therefore that 1Y"I = 8+. Thus we have reached a con- 
tradiction and concluded the proof of  3. i 1. 
* A result ar~. ]ogou, to 3.1 1 tuns as follows: " i fx  ~ L, ix I = oa t,  and x is closed under F.  Od, 
1 o ..... ,l~, K 1 , K~, C, ::rod 1t, where i l  is the constant function { oa I } X L, then ~l(oao ) C_x". 
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Before we can proce, ed further with the proof of  3.3 we need a defini- 
tion of the predicate / ,~ N(O(AC) more suitable for our purposes than 
that given in 1.1 and 1.2. 
Let O(f, i) be the formula" "i  ~ On and f i sa  function f :  i -* i such 
that for each /< i, (i) i f /~  AC, then f ' j  = 0; (ii) i f /~  AC but some 
Jl < J has the property: - 'there is/2 such that j l  < ]2 < ] and 
f " ( ] - J2 )  c Jl + 1'; then)"7 - "' - 11 + 1, where j /  is the least Jl with this 
property; (~ii) in all other cases f ' j  = j" .  One easily proves that for each i 
there is a unique f satisfying O(f, i). Now let ~(j, i) be the formula 
( '3 f )  (O(f, j + 1) & f7  = i). Then for each j there is a unique i < j satisfy- 
ing ~/J (j, i), and it is not difficult to show that if qJ(], i) holds, and j > i, 
then i is the least ordinal such that j ~ N(i)(AC), while if ~0(j, j) holds, 
either j = 0, o r /~ N(~)(AC). 
"['he next lemma plays the same role in the complet ion of the proof 
of 3.3 as 3.10(v) did in the proof of  3.11. Let or,~ ~-o) be the formula 
(Vo l ) (Vv2) (v  1, v 2 ~ v0.-~, v 1 ~ 0 2 v v I = v 2 v v 2 ~ t, 1) & 
(Vv I ) (Vv2) (v  ~ ~ 0 2 ~ v o -~ v~ ~ %) .  
l .emma 3.12. Suppose [3 <~ J0, and let 92 = (F"J0 , E n (F"j0)2). Then 
(i) I f  x ~ F"~,  92 ~ ord(v0)[x] i f f  x ~/3; (ii) i f / '  <~ j < (3, then ~/l(/, / ')  
holds i f f  9.1 ~ (:(v 0 , V l ) [ j , j ' ] .  
Proof. (i) this follows easily from 3.10(iv) and [7; 9.5] ; 
(ii) it is easy enough to show that the operations and notions of 
3 .400 (as restricted to sets, and excluding the notion of set) are defin- 
hb]e in 92 when restricted to members of F"/3, and when defined are ab- 
solute; by this we mean for example that the predicate z = x - y can be 
defined in 9.1 thus: let ¢(z, x, y)  be the formula (Vo) (v ~ z. ~. ~. v ~ x & 
v q y);  then i f x ,  y ~ F"tL ~ ~ 3 !Vo¢(Vo, o l ,  v2)[x ,y]  for 3.10(ii), 
is closed under the Ji's and for x, y ,.~ F"#,  the unique z such that 
~d ~: ¢(v 0, v 1 , v2)[z, x, y I is identical with x - y. Also if T(x I , ..., xn) is 
any one of these operations, and Xl,  .., x n ~ F"O, then T(x I , ..., Xn) 
Next we note that i fx  ~ F"#,  then 9i(x) ~ F"/~; for there i s /<  # 
such that x ~ F" j ,  therefore x _ F" j ,  therefore x ~ F" j  by [7; 9.5] ,  so 
that 5,i(x) _c_ 9 t (F" j )  _c_ F"# by 3.10(iii). 
Further if ~'(o 0) is a suitable formula defining the not ion "v 0 is an 
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initial ordinal", then forx ~ F"~, ~[ ~ ~'(o0)[x ] i f fx is an initial or- 
dinal in zX, the proof of this depending on the facts: if x, y ~ F"#, then 
x x y ~ F"/3 and 9i(x × y) c F"/L Similarly in this sense i fx  ~ F"~, 
then x is a regular [infinite] ordinal in 9.I i f fx is a regular [infinite] or- 
dinal in A, respectively. 
Finally for x 6 F"/3, x is an inaccessible ordinal in 9j iff x is an iv;ac- 
cessible ordinal in A. This may be seen as follows. If j < fl is a strong 
limit cardinal in A, and j' < j, then 9t(j') ~- F"~, for ~(1') ~_ F"I  since 
3.10(iv) and [7; 12.2] hold in A, SO that 9t(~i( j ' ))  ~_ F"# by 3.10(tii). 
Then there is f~  L andj" < j such th~-t f i s  a (1, 1) correspondence b - 
tween 9t(/') and ]"; and 
ordinal 1' < ] initial in A 
with operation 2i' in A; 
] < 13 is inaccessible in A 
regular infinite initial in 
f E ~l( ~l(]') X ]") C F"~,, Therefore for each 
the operation 2i' is defin~tble in 9J and coincide~ 
hence ] is a strong limit cardinal in ~t. Thus if 
then ] is inaccessible in ~[. Conversely if]  < ~ is 
A but accessible in A, thon since the g.c.ho holds 
in A by 3.1 (iii), there is a greatest 1'< / such th'~t 1' is initial in A. Then 1 
is regular infinite initial in 9.I and 1' is the greatest ordinal < ] which is 
initial in 9J. Then 9t(J') ~ F"/L so the operation 2i' is definable in ~I for 
]', and the value of 2i' in 9J is ], therefore ] is accessible in 9.I. Thus if 
] < ~ is accessible in A, ] is accessible in A. 
It follows immediately from the above considerations, and the defim- 
tion of 0, that if f, ] ~ F"~, then 0 l(f, J) is equivalent to 
9.t ~ O(oo, o l ) [L i l .  
The proof of (ii) is concluded by considering the definition of if, and 
observing that if] < 13, then either of the propositions Or(f, ]), 
9~ ~- O(vo, vl)[ f , ]]  imply that f~ F"t3, for each of them inaply 
f ~ 91(j2) C F"/3. 
3.13. Conclusion of  the proof  o f  3.3. 
Suppose a> 6 +, that e,~(a, 8+; 6 +, ~< 6) holds, and that/i ÷ satisfies 
"v 0 ~ N(~°)(AC) '' in A. We shall deduce a contradiction. Referring to 
the definition and properties of ¢ (given just before Lemma 3.12), we 
see that ~0t(6 +, 6 +) is flase and that there is a unique ordinal i' < 6 + such 
that ~t(6 +, i') holds; but i' 4 :0 since 8 + is inaccessible in ~ by 3.11, so 
i' is of the form i 0 + 1, and there is an i I satisfying i o + 1 < i: < ~* such 
that ~t(J, i0 + 1 ) is false for event ] ~! 6 + - i 1 . Let X(V 0) be the formula 
ord(o 0) & i x <~ o o & (V] ) ( i  1 <. j < v o -* -1 ¢J(i, io + 1). Then ×t(o0) is 
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equivalent o o 0 ~ 5 + - i 1 . As in the proof of  3.11, let 92 be the struc- 
ture 
~= (F"t~, E n (F"a)2,  F t o~, Jo t ~2, ..., J8 t a2, 
K 1 t a, K 2 t a, C t a, ( i) i<il)  
with obvious intended type ~. Then as in 3.11, 9.I, ~ ~ L~ I/~1 ~< 5, and 92 
is an t~-,;tructure; also ~ ~ ~(v0)[x ] is equivalent o ×/(x) by 3.12, so 
that {x :~  ~ ×(oo)[X] } = ~+ - i l ,  and since 5 + is initial in A, there is a 
constructible (1, 1) correspondence between { x : 9~ ~ ×(o0)[x] } and 
5 +. Precisely as in the proof of  3.11 we may apply 3.7 and 3.9 with the 
formula ~,(v 0) now as the formula ~ of 3.7 to obtain a structure 
~" = (F"/0,  E ~ (F"]0)2 , (i)i<.i) such  that /0 /> 5 + and if Y" = 
{y : .~Y' ~-- ×(v0)[y] } then IY"I < 5. But by 3.12, Y" ~_ 5 + - i 1 , and so 
I Y"I = ~,+, and we have reached a contradiction. 
Thus we have concluded the proof of  3.3 and therefore of Theorem 
3.2. The following theorem, of the same type as 3.2 wiill also be usef~al 
in the next section. 
Theorem 3.14. ~uppose a has the property that whenever a > 3' > 5 
then e~,,(a, 3'; a, 5 ') ho!ds. Then i f  i o < 5 + < a, every set definable in 
the structure (F%t, E n (F"a)  2 , (i)i<~io) has power <~ 5. 
Proof. Suppose that a has the property described in 3.14, and that 
i 0 < 5+ < ~; suppose further that x is definable in the structure 
= (F"t~, E n (F"t~) 2, (i)i<,io) and that Ixl =/~ > 5. We shall deduce a 
contradiction. First we note that since x ~ F"a ,  we must have x ~ F"]  
for some] < a; then x c_ F"]  by [7; 9.5] so that/~ = Ixl ~< IF"]l  ~< I] l< ~; 
therefore a >/3 > ~. Suppose x is definable in 92 by the formula $(vl) ,  
i.e., 92 ~ ( 3! v 1) $(v 1) & $(v l ) [x ] .  Let ¢(v o) be the formula 
(Vv~)($(Vl)  ~ v 0 E ol) , and if Y= {y :  ~ ~ ¢(Vo)[y] }, then r=x ,  
since x ~ F"a .  Consider the a-structure 
9A' = (F"a ,  E n (F"~)  2, a, F t a, Jo t a2, .-., Js l' a 2 , 
K 1 ~a,K  2 t t~,Ct~, ( i ) i< . i  o) 
which is of type p where I/~1 ~< ~. If Y' = {y : ~I' ~ ~(Vo)[y] }, then 
Y' =x,  so IY'l = ~. Since a > 3 > 5 we may apply e~(a, 3 ;a ,  5) to 9~' to 
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obtain an a-structure ~'  = (F"s ,  E n (F"s)  2 , ..., (0i~<io) ' where s _c; a is 
a set of  ordinals of power a closed under J0, ..-, Js, K1, K2, C with 
i 0 + 1 ~ s, and such that if ~"  = (F"s, E n (F"s)2,  (i)i<<i o) and Y" = 
{y : ~"  ~ ¢(v0)[Yl } then IY"I = 8. Since s _c a a:~d Isl = o~, the unique 
ordinal to which s is order isomorphic is a, so that !B" is isomorphic to 
9.[ by 3.9, hence 3 = Ix[ = I YI = I Y"I = ~ and we haw. ~reached a contra- 
diction, thus concluding the proof  of  3.14. 
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Section 4 
The incompatibility of some strong axioms of infinity 
with the Axiom of Constructibility 
The pattern of the results in this section is as follows: we shall con- 
sider a property P which an infinite cardinal may have, and show that 
whenever P(a) holds, then for some relevant quintuple ~, a, #, ~, 8, 
e~(a, #; ~/, .'~ 8) also ho~ds: it will then follow from 3.2 that the state- 
ments (3a)P(a) and V = L ~re incompatible; in fact for all properties P 
for which we can show that ( 3 a)P(a) and V = L are incompatible, we 
caa show that (3 a)P(a) implies, for example, that there are only de- 
nu~merably many constructible r al numbers. For each property P which 
we shall consider, the sta~tement (3 a)P(a) is a strong axiom of infinity 
in the sense that P(a) implies that a is at least as great as the first un- 
countable inaccessible c~xdinal. We begin by describing these properties, 
and enunciating some known results concerning cardinals which have 
them. 
First we consider some ideas, definitions, and results from [ 11 ]. 
A fieM B of subsets of a given set x is a subset of 5~(x) with the prop- 
erties: x ~ B, ahd whenever y, z E B then y u z, y - z ~ B; and B is 
called a-complete if whenever 0 4: B' ~ ~(B) ,  then fl B' ~ B. Let B be 
a field of subsets of x; a subset D of B is called a (proper) filtre in B if 
0 ,~ D, x ~ D and if, whenever y, y' ~ D and z ~ B then y n y', 
y u z ~ D. Let D be a filter in a field B of subsets of x; then D is prin- 
cipal if 13 D ~ D; is an ultrafiltre if, whenever y ~ B', either y E D or 
x - y E D; is a-complete if whenever 0 4: D' ~ ~a(D), then fl D' E D. 
We shall use the abbreviation 'a- c.a.p.u.' for the term 'a-complete non- 
principal ultrafiltre'. 
Definition 4.1. A cardinal a is called (two-valued) measurable if a > ~o, 
and there is an a -  c.n.p.u, in the field 5°(a) of subsets of a. 
For a comprehensive discussion of the known properties of measur- 
able cardinals which are provable from the ordinary axioms of set 
theory, the reader is referred to [ 11 ; § § 1 and 2]. (In that paper, the 
class denoted by C l is the class of uncountable cardinals which are not 
measurable in our sense). The property of measurability will be one of 
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the properties P mentioned in tile first paragraph of this section. It has 
already been shown in [ 19], that i fa  is measurable, then :9(5~(a))q~ L. 
Now let x be a set and A c_ ~(x). Then the intersection of all a-com- 
plete fields of subsets of x containing A is a~ain an a-complete field of 
subsets o fx  and is called the a-complete f ietd o f  subsets o f  x c~-ge~er- 
ated by A. Each a-complete field B of subsets o fx  is a-generated by 
some subset (e.g., B itself) of 5~(x). An a-complete field B of subsets of 
x is said to have [3 generators if # is the least infinite cardinal such that 
there is A c 7~(x) with IAI = #, and B is the a-complete field of subsets 
of x a-generated by A. 
Definition 4.2. a is called weakly compact if a > co, and if in every 
a-complete field B of subsets of a with 9~ (a) c_ B and such that B has 
at most a generators, there is an a-c.n.p.u.  
By [ 1 1 ; Th. 4.3 1, (i)(iii)] the class of uncountable cardinals which 
are not weakly compact according to our definition coincides with the 
class C O of [ 1 1, § § 3 and 4] to which paper the reader is again referred 
for a comprehensive discussion. The property of weak compactness will 
not be one of the properties P of the first paragraph of this section -
we have been unable to determine whether the existence of a weakly 
compact cardinal is compatible with V = L or not, - but it will be inter- 
esting to compare this property with the others discussed in this section. 
We now enunciate some of the known results concerning measurable 
and weakly compact cardinals, these results being relevant o the dis- 
cussion in this section: 
Lemma 4.3. (i) I ra  is measurable then a is weakly compact; 
(ii) I f  a is weakly compact hen a q~ M(~)(AC) and there ia a set X 
cofinal in a such that for  each i ~ X, i q~ M(~)(AC); 
(iii) the fol lowing three conditions are equivalent: (a) a is weakly 
compact; (b) a > 60 and whenever f is a funct ion f : al 2] _~ 2, there is 
X c_ a with IXI = a andsuch that I f "x[2 l l  = 1; (c) a> w, and whenever 
0< n < ~o,/3 < a, and f is a funct~bn f : alnl 4, [3, there is X C_ c~ w~th 
IXI = a andsuch that I f"X[nl l  = I. 
Proof. (i) follows immediately from Definitions 4.1 and 4.2; 
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(ii) this is an immediate consequence of [ 11 ; Thms. 3.36(iii) and 
4.31 ( i ) ( i i i ) ]  ; 
(iii) for a complete set of references for the proof of the equivalence 
(a) ÷-~ (b) see [ 11 ; Thins. 4.31, 4.34] ; 1Lhe proof uses results from [6], 
[ 17], and [8], as well as other results of [ t 1 ]. File proof of the equiv- 
alence (a) ~ (c) is similar. 
Next we turn to some propositions discussed in [4], [2], and [3] ; 
the authors of these papers calling them partition relations; in the fol- 
lowing definition we adopt the symbolism of [3], which was first intro- 
duced in [ 5 ] : 
Definitien 4.4. "s ~ (~)<'"  is an abbreviation for "whenever f is a 
fimction f :  s I<M ~ 2 then there is a subset X of s of power 3 such 
that for each positive integer n, I f "x [n l l  = 1". 
For given 3 > w, ~.he property s -~ (3) <"  of s will be among those 
mentioned in the first paragraph of this section, the property s ~ (w) <"  
will not be - we have been unable to determine whether the statement 
(.qs) (s ~ (w) < ' )  is compatible with V = L or not. Some known results 
concerning partition relations relevant o the present discussion are 
enunciated in the next lemma. 
Lemma 4.5. (i) i f  s o is the first cardinal such thmt s o --> (~) '< ' ,  s 0 is 
uncountable inaccessible; 
(ii) i f s  I is the first cardinalsuch that s I ~ (~1) <"  , then s! > s0; 
(iii) i f s  -~ (s) <"  then s is weakly compact. 
Proof. (i) this is an immediate consequence of the proof of [2; Th. 9b]; 
([2, Th. 9hi was first proved by G.Fodor]. 
(ii) this is an immedk,~e consequence of the proof of [3; Th. 3]. 
(iii) follows from (i) above, Definition 4.4, and Lemma 4.3 (iii) 
(b) -* (a). 
It is also proved in [2; Th, 9a], that i fa  is measurable, then s -* ( s )< ' ;  
however we shall prove here (I]aeorem 4.8) a slightly sharpened version 
of this result, which we believe may be of interest. The proof of 4.8 
which we shall give will follow closely the proof [ 2; Th. 9a] as given in 
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[2].  In order to  formulate and prove 4.8, we shall require a definit ion 
(4.6) and result (4.7) due to D.Scott which we shall take from [ 1 1 ]. 
Defini~tion 4.6. Suppose a is measurable, and let D be an a-c.n.p.u, in 
the field 50(a). D is called strongly a-complete if whenever f~  aa and 
{ i : f ' i  < i < a } ~ D, then there is X ~ D such that I f"XI  = 1. 
Le~tma 4.7. I ra  is measurable, there is a strongly a-c.n.p.u, in the f ie ld 
7~( ~). 
For 4.6 see [1 1; Def. 1.15, Le. 1.16], and for a proof  of  4.7, see [1 1; 
Cor. 1.17]. 
Theorem 4.8. Suppose a is measurable, antt that D is a strongly ~-c.n.p.u. 
in the f ieM 9(a) .  Whenever(3 < a, 0 < n < co, and f ~,S a funct ion  
f :  a[nt -~ ~, ¢hen there is X ~ D such that l f "X[n l l  =: 1. 
ProoL By induction on n. Let (4.8) n denote the statement of 4.8 for 
the particular integer n. Then (4.8) 1 is obviously t~e (by the ~-com- 
pleteness of the ultrafiltre D). We shall show that (4.8) n --> (4.8) n +1. 
Assume therefore that (4.8) n holds, that a is measurable, that D is a 
strongly a-c.n.p.u, in 9(a), and that f i s  a f !mct ion f :  aln+ll  ~ t3, where 
< a For each o ~ c~ln] and each i </3, lel S' = • o,i {x  xEa-o& 
f ' (o  u {x})= i}. Then for each o ~ ~tnl ,  ,7 u U (S'o, i " i<  ~} = a, and 
t t if i #: i', So,i n So,i, = 0. Thus fol each o ~ ~ In I there exists, by the a- 
completeness of D, a unique i = i(o) < ~ such that S' o,i~,o) ~ D. For each 
o E 0~[ n] write S o fo rS '  = o, iCo), and for each A ~ P(a), let S A 
fl {So : o ~ A tnl }, (if IAI < n let S A = a - A); then S A n A = 0, and, by 
the a.-completeness of D, A ~ 9a(a) implies S A ~ D. We define sequences 
(Xi) i< a, (xi) i< a, by transfinite ind~,;tion, having the fol lowing proper- 
ties: 
(a) X o =a: foreach i<a,X  i~  D:  ii i < i' < a, then X i 3_ X i,: 
A { X i : i < a } = 0; if 0 < i < ~ i~nd i is a limit ordinal, 
n : / < i} = x i ;  
(b) whenever i < i' < ~, x i is the least e lement (in the natural well- 
ordering on a) o fX i ,  x i ~ X i - Xi+ 1 , and x i #: xi,; 
(c) if i I < i 2 ,~ ... < i n, and o = {xq, ..., xin }, then {xj : i n < j < a} ~ S,,. 
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Suppose X/and xj are defined for each j < i, where i < a, and let A i =~ 
{xj : ] < i} ; then we define X i as X i = SAi n (a -- i) and x i as the least 
elen~,ent of X r Then it is easily seen that the sequences (Xi) i< a, (xi)i<a 
do in fact have the properties (a), (b), (c) above. We shall show that the 
set Y = {x i : i < a} ~- D. To this end define g ~ aa as follows: by (a) 
there is for each /~ a a unique i = i(j) < a such that j  ~ X i - Xi+ 1 and 
we put g'] = xi(/: ). By (b) g ' j  ~< j for each j ~ a; also Y = { j : g'] = j }, for 
i f j  ~ Y then~j = x i for some i < a, and x i ~ X i - Xi+ 1 by (b) so that 
g7 = xi  = J, and conversely if g7 = j then /= xi  and for some i < a, so 
that j ~ Y. Thus a - Y = { j : g'] < j }. If a - Y ~ D, we have, by 4.6, 
that since D is stlrongly a-complete, there is Y' ~ D such that Ig"Y'l = 1 ; 
but i fg'] = xi o for eachj  ~ Y', then, since Xio+l ~ D (so that 
Y 'n  Xi0+l ~- D and therefore Y 'n  Xio+l 4: 0), there is j  ~ Xio+ 1 with 
g7 = xio; however i f j  ~ Xio÷l,  g7 = xi  for some i ~ i 0, therefore by (b) 
g7 4: Xio : this is a contradiction, hence a - Y ~ D and so Y ~ D. 
Now def iner  : ~[nl ~/3 thus: i fo~ alnl buto  q~ y[n] put f "o  = 0; 
on the other hand if o ~ yln] and o = {xi~, ..., x i  n } where x:, < ... < Xin 
put f "o  = f ' (o  u {Xin +1 } ). By the induction hypothesis (4.8) n , there is 
Z 'c  D such that l f ' "Z' ln l  I = 1. Let Z = Z 'n  Y; then Z~ D and 
If '"Zlnl I = 1. It follows immediately from (c) and the definit ion o f f '  
that I f "z ln+l ] l  = 1. Thus we have deduced (4.8)n+1 from (4.8) n and so 
wz have concluded the proof of  4.8. 
By the methods used towards the end of  the proof of 2.1 (a) we have, 
as an immediate consequence of 4.8: 
Corollary 4.9. Suppose a is measurable, and that D is a strongly 
a-c.n.p.u, in the f ie ld 9(a). Whenver [3 < a, 0 < n < ~o, and f is a f imc-  
tion f :  a n ~ t3, then there is X ~ D such that I f "Xn l  <~ n n . 
12; Th. 9a] also follows immediately from 4.7 and 4.8. Thus: 
Corollary 4.10. f f  a is measurable, then a ~ (a) <~° .
The next theorem is a special case of a result stated in [9] ; however, 
since there is no actual proof in print, we give on here, since the result is 
important o us; we claim no originality for it, since it employs methods 
developed in [ 11 ]. 
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Theorem 4.11. ff¢l 0 ,/31 are the f irst weakly  compact  and measurable 
cardinals respectively, and ~2 is the f irst cardinal a such that ~ -, (a) <°~ , 
then/3o <~ ct 2 ~ /31" 
Proof. a2 ~> ~0 follows from 4.5(iii), and ~2 ~< [31 from ,4.10. Assume 
that/31 = o~ 2 and we shall deduce a contradiction. By tlhe definit ion of  
0~ 2 there is, for each i < a2 a sequence (fn, i)o < n < w of f anctions 
fn, i " i[nl -~ 2 such ~;hat for each i < t~ 2 , and each set x i c i with lxil = Iil, 
a positive integer n, depending on i and x i such that l fn, i"x!" l l  = 2. Since: 
/31 = a2, there is by 4.7 a strongly a2-c.n.p.u. D in the:.' field 9~(a:~). Define 
the st:quence (fn)o < n < o~ of  funct ions f  n • a~" 1 -÷ 2 as follows: if 
o ~ a ~n !, fn o = 0 if [ i" i < a 2 & fn, i '° = 0 ] E D, and fn o = 1 otherwise. 
By the definit ion of  ~t2, there is X c_ a2 with IXI = ~2 and Such tha~ 
I fn'Xln I I = 1 for each positive integer n. For each i < a 2 let g] i = IX N it; 
n then gl E t~2 t~ 2 a d g l i  ~< i for each i < ~2- Suppose, { i" g] i < i } G. D; 
then since D is strongly a2-cornpiete there is Y E D such that gl is con- 
stant over Y, therefore for each i in the cofinal subset Y in a2, IX ra i l  = 
3' < a2, say; but this is absurd since IXI = a2. Hence we must have the 
set { i" IX n i l  = i } = Z 1 , say, in D. By the properties of the t~anctions 
fn, i, for each i ~ Z 1 there is a positive integer n depending on i, such that 
I fn , i " (X  ¢q i)[nl I = 2, and by the a2-completeness of D, there is Z 2 ~ Z t 
with Z.,, ~ D and a positive integer m ( independent of  i) such that for 
each i ~ Z 2 , I fm, i " (X  c~ i)lml I = 2. For each i E Z 2 choose o0, i, 
° l , i  (E {IX ¢-) i) m SHCh that fm,i'OO, i = O, fm,i '0 l , i  = 1. If for each]  such 
that 1 -'-~j ~< m and each/~ ~ {0, 1 } we define the functions g/,p ' a2-~ a 2 
by the conditions: i f i~  Z2, g/,~'i -- 0 and i f ia  Z 2, g/,p is the i ' th mem- 
ber of  op, i in the increasing order on op, i induced by the natural well 
ordering on ~2, then for each j such that 1 ~< j <~ m, and each p ~ { 9, 1 } 
the set { i" g¢,p'i < i } ~ D, and so, because D is strongly a2-complete,  
there is Z 3 c_ Z2, Z 3 ~ D such that each funct ion gi, v is constant over 
Z 3 . This means that there are o o, o~ ~ a lml such that for each i ~ Z 3, 
o0, i = o0, o~, i = o~ ; but for such i, Oo, i, o~, i ~ X lml  , therefore for each 
.~ E Z3 ,  fm,i'OO =fm,i'Oo,i = 0,  andfm, i 'o  ~ = 1. By the a2-completeness 
of D, and the definit ion of  the funct ions f  n , we must hayer  m '% = 0, 
~ m fm'O~ 1. Butoo ,o~x lml , there fore l fm XI~ l l=2 ,  butwechoseX 
such that lf, n "s tml  I = 1, so that we have reached a contradict ion,  thus 
completing the proof  of  4.11. 
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(It is obvious that the same proof  ~hows that there is a set X of  car- 
dinals :,ofinal in .~, such that for each ~ ~ X, a -~ (a) <'°  , but we have 
been ~:mable to determine whether a~ =/~0 or not). 
~,e shall now prove the first of  those theorems which give rise to the 
title of  this paper. 
Theorem 4.12. (i) I ra  -~ (a) <w and ~ :, [3 > 6, then e~(a,  [3; ~, 6) 
holds; 
(ii) I ra  -~ (a) <~° and i o < 5 + < a then every set defim,~ble in the 
structure (F"a ,  E n (F"a)2,  (i)i<io> has power  ~ 6. 
Proof. (ii) follows from (i) by 3.14; we shall prove (i) by contradiction. 
Assume therefore that ~ ~ (a) <~ and that there are cardinals ~, 8 such 
that a > fl > 8 and such that e8 (t~, fl; ~, 5) is false. Then es(~, 13; a, ~< 6) 
is also false by 1.9(i), and since t~, fl, a, 8 are relevant, we have by 2.1 (a), 
that there is a sequence (f/) i< ~ of  functions f / :  a[<~o] _~ # such that 
for each X c_ a, IXI = a implies that there is a i < 8 such that 
If/"XI<°~l I > 8. Let the function f :  a [<~] --> ~t3 be defined by 
f ' o  = (f/~o)i< ~ for each 0 ~ t~[<~]. Then for eachX _c a, IX I = a im- 
plies I f "X [<~l  I > 6. 
I fo l ,  02 E a[<tol ,  we write 01 < o z if whenever i I ~ o I and i 2 E 02, 
then i I < i 2. Define the function g : a l<w] ~ 2 as follows: i fo  ~ a [<~l ,  
and i fo  = o 1 u o 2 where Io l l= !o21 and cr 1 < 02, and if, further, 
f ' o  I q: f ' °2 ,  then g'a = 0; in all other cases, g'o = 1. 
For any X c_ a with IXI ~- ~ we shall show that there is a positive in- 
teger n depending on X such that Ig°'Xlnll = 2, and this will imply 
~ (~)<~, contrary to assumption. 
Suppose then X c_ t~ and IXI = ~. We define inductively a sequence 
(o i ) i<~ with the properties: i < i' < ~o I implies o i E X[<~I ,  o i < oi, ' 
andf 'o  i q: f 'o i , .  If for each]  < i, where ,~ < ~1, °i is already defined, 
let Ai = { x : x ~ X and for each ] < i, o i < { x } }. Now ~ is regular and 
uncountable by 4.5(iii) and 4.3(ii), and iXI = a so it is clear that 
IAil = t~. l~v the properties o f f ,  If"_4~<~°] I t> 6 + > ~;  but also 
I { f 'o i  : ] < ~; }1 ~< o~ since i < w~. Hence we may take o i ~ A} <wl such 
that whenever]  < i, f ' o  i ~ f 'o i ;  and by the definit ion of  A i ,  o i < o i if 
] < i. Thus the sequence (o~)i<~o ~ has been defined and has the desired 
properties. 
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Since J < i' < ~o I implies e i ~ oi,, there is a positive integer n and 
ordinals q < i 2 < ~o I such that [oil1 = 1oi21 = ~,~, so if we put.r I = ei~ oloi , ,  
r I ~ XI2,~!, and g'r I = 0 by the properties of  (Oi)i<to I and the definit ion 
ofg.  
Now take an arbitrary sequence  (Pi)i<C~ such that i < i' < a implies 
Pi ~ Xlnl and Pi < Pi'. a is inaccessible by 4.5(iii) and 4.3(ii), and 
~i </3 < a; hence the function f can take only ~8 < a values, so that there 
are ordinals i 3 < i 4 < ot such that f 'pq  =f 'p i4 .  Let r 2 = pi a t3 Pi4, then 
r 2 E X[  2hI andg ' r  2 = 1 by the definit ion ofg.  
To sum up: we have found a positive integer 2n and r 1 , r 2 ~ xI2nl 
such that g'r 1 = 0, g'r 2 = i ; and so Ig"Xl2n] I = 2. This completes the 
proof of 4.12. 
We give here an example to illustrate the scope of 4.12. One can 
prove (as suggested in [7; p. 69, note 10] ) that if/3 q~ M(°°)(AC), i.e., if 
is hyperinaccessible of  its own type, then/~ is hyperinaccess~ble of  its 
own type in A. As in Lemma 3.12 and the remarks preceding it one can 
find a formula ¢(00) of  set theory such that for each set x, ¢(:~ ) is equiv- 
alent to "x is an ordinal hyperinaccessible of  its own type" and such 
, ,  , ,  " 2 • that i fa  is initial, i 0 < 8 ÷ < tx, and 9.I = (F  ~, E n (F a) , (l)i<<,L), then 
for x ~ F"a ,  9ff )=- ¢(o0)[x] iff ¢1(x) holds. Abbreviate 'hyperinaccessible 
by 'h.i.'. Now if a -~ (a) <~° then a is weakly compact oy 4.5 (iii), and by 
4.3 (ii) there is/3 such that 8 ÷ </3 < a and/3 is h.i. of its own type. Then 
by the above remarks ~ ~ ¢(00)[/3] so that the first ordinal ] > i 0 such 
that ~t ~ ¢(o0)[j] holds is definable in 9~, and by 4.12, has power 8. 
Thus there is] such that i 0 < j < 8 + and/" is h.i. of type j in zX. In partk:u- 
lar there is a sequence of denumerable ordinals cofinal in COl, each or- 
dinal of  the sequence being h.i. of its own type in/x. As a relatively 
trivial corollary of this result we have: if there is an a such that 
-~ (~)<'~, then there are only denumerably many constructible real 
numbers. 
Analogous to 4.12, we, have: 
Theorem 4.13. Suppose/3+ < a and ~ -* (/3÷)<'~ 
(i) C~o(tx, 8+; 8 ÷, < 8) holds; 
(ii) 8 + satisfies "o 0 $ N(°°)(AC) '' in A. 
Then for  each 8 <~ /3, 
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Proof. (ii) follows from (i) by 3.3. Now i fa  -~ (3+) <u and 8 < 3 then 
-~ (8+) <`0 , so that in order to prove (i) it is sufficient o show that if 
5 + < a and a -* (~+)<~ then e~(a ,  8+; ~+, < 8) holds; this we proceed 
ito do, showing that if e ,o(a,  8+; 8 +, < 8) is false, where 5 + < a, then so 
i s  ~ -~ (8+)  <`0  . 
Assume therefore that e,o (c~, 5+; 8+, < 5) is false, where 5 + < a; then 
by 2.1 (b), there is a funct ion f :  a [<~!  ~ 8 + such that whenever X c 
and IXI = 8 +, then If"Xl<`o] I = 8 +. Now 8 + is not weakly compact by 
4.3 (ii) so by 4.3 (iii) there is a funct ion h : (8÷)121 --, 2 such that when- 
ever yc_ 8 + and IYI =8+, then Ih"yl2]  I = 2. Foro ,  o '~ a[<~]  write 
o < o' if whenever i ~ o, i' ~ or', then i < i'. Define the function 
g :  al<`0] -~ 2 as follows: ifcr ~ at<w] and i fo  = o I u o 2 where 
Io i I -  Io21 and o 1 < o 2, and if, further, h ' [ f 'o  1 , f ' o  2 ] = 0, then g'o = 0; 
in all other cases g'o  = 1. We shall show that whenever X'  c_ a, aad 
IX'I = 8 +, then there is a positive integer n such that Ig"X ' ln l l  = 2, thus 
proving that e~ 7¢ (8+) <~ , as desired. 
Suppose then that X' is an arbitrary subset of  a of power ~+. Then 
there is X c_ X' such that IXI = 5+ and X has induced order type 5 +. 
Since I f "X[<~]  I = 8+, and since 5 + is regular and X has order type ~+, 
we may, as in the proof  of 4.12, construct a sequence  (oi)i<6+ such that 
if i < i' < 8 +, o i ~ X[<,~I and o i < a i, and f'¢l i ~ f'o~'. Let S = { o i : 
i < ~÷ } ; since 6 + is regular there is a positive integer n such that 
IS n x In l l  = fi+ and we may arrange S n X ln l  in a sequence (ri)i.(6+ 
such that i < i '  < 8 + implies T i < r i, and f ' r  i ~ f ' r i , .  Thus f  1" S n X[ n] 
is a (1,1)  embedding o fS  n X[ n] into 8 ÷ so that I f " (S  n xln] )[ = ~+. 
By the properties of  h, there are ordinals i I , 
7il <: ri2 , ri3 < '/'i4 and h' { f ' r i  t , f ' z i  2 } = O, 
/91 = ri~ ta ri2, P2 = ria tO ri4, then P l ,  P2 E 
g'P2 = 1. Hence Ig"X[2n]l  = 2 and therefore 
completes the proof  of 4.13. 
i2, i3, i4 < 6+ such that 
h'{f ' r ia ,f'7"i4 } = 1. If 
X[ 2,zl and g'p 1 = O, 
Ig"X'12nl l  = 2, and this 
As a special case of ~.13 v e have: i fa  ~ (col) <`0 then e,~(a,  col, 
co 1, co) holds and col satisfies "o 0 ~ N(~)(AC) '' in A. 
The next theorem ~ 4.14) parallels 4.1 1, and like 4.1 1 it is a special 
case of  the results ann.~unced in [91. For the same reasons as for 4.1 1 
we claim no originality for the methods we shall use to prove 4.14. 
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Theorem 4.14. Let  s o be the least cardinal such that  s o -+ (co)<~ ; c~ 1 
the least such that s !  -~ (col) <t° and s !  the least such that  ,_w(s, ~o I , 
COl, co) holds. Then nei ther  s o , nor  a I , nor  s'l , are weak ly  compact .  
Proof. We shall show that a~ is not weakly compact; that s 0, a I are 
not weakly compact is proved similarly. 
Suppose s l  is weakly compact and we shall deduce a contradiction. 
By the definition o fs l ,  there exists by 2.1 (b) for each i < a a function 
f/" i[<~°1 ~ co 1 such that whenever x c_ i, and Ixl = col then 
If"x[<~ol I= co:. For each a ~ s~ i<~ol and each/< co 1 let S-,a = 
{ i" o ~ i[<~ol & f/'o = / } and let A = 5~ (a~) u { Si, a • a e s'! [< ~1, 
/ < col }- Since s~ is weakly compact and therefore inaccessible, 
IAI = s~, so that the s~-complete field B of subsets of s /  ~-generated 
by A has at most s /  generators and contains 5D~(s]); hence by Defini- 
tion 4.2 there is an ~]-c.n.p.u. in B. For each o ~ s / I<wl  the co I dis- 
joint sets S/, o are in B, so by the a]-completeness of D, and since D is 
non-principal, there is a unique / denoted by f ' o  such that S/, a ~ D. 
Then f i sa  function f :  s~ [<~o] _.> col. 
Suppose x c s~ and Ixl = w 1 • By the s]-completeness of D, the set 
Z= fl { Sf,o,a ; o ~ x[<OJl } ~ D and therefore Z 6 0 since D is non- 
principal. Take i o ~ Z; then a E x[<~ol implies f/'o o =fand  so 
If"x[<~ol I = 13~ ° x l<~ol I = co 1- Since x was arbitrary we have by 2.1 (b) 
r . i that e~o(s I , co 1, co 1, coo) is false, which contradicts the definition of ~:. 
Hence s /  is not weakly compact. 
Finally we summarize in the next ~heorem the results of this section. 
Let c~0, s~, s~ denote the first cardinals a for which a -+ (co)<to, 
s -> (co:)<w, a -+ (s) <~° , respectively; let st1 denote the first s > co 
such that e~o(a, co i; co 1, w) holds, and s~2 the first s > w I such that 
whenever a > # > 8 then es(a, t3; s, 6) holds; let ~0, ~ '  denote the first 
weakly compact and first measurable cardinal respectively. We have 
marked those cardinals with an asterisk whose 'existence' we have 
proved to be incompatible with V = L. 
Theorem 4.15. (i) a o < a t < s~'; c~tl ~ st ;  a~* 2 ~< a2, 
(ii) ~0 < s~ < Or; 
(iii) s o, a t ,  ~t~ are not  weak ly  compact ;  s~ is weak ly  compact .  
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References; 0, a~', ~'1 not weakly compact from 4.14. 30 ~ a~ and 
a~ weakly compact from 4.5(iii). s 0 < a~ from 4.5(ii). ~ < a~ because 
a~' is not weakly compact and a~ is weakly compact, a~l ~< ~ and the 
asterisks on a D, a 1 from 4.13. a~2 ~< a~ and the asterisks on az2, a 2 
from 4.12. a~ < 3~ and the asterisk on 31 from 4.11. 
The problems raised by 4.15 are obvious - what is the exact relation- 
ship between the a's and 30 ? - can one put an asterisk on s 0 or 30 ? 
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Appendix 
We present here some miscellaneous results which we discovered 
during our (unsuccessful) attempts to prove the proposition '1 eto (w 2, 
1; w 1, ~0)  without using the notion of constructibility. 
Let 9/be a structure of type ~. We may define an equivalence relation 
on I! 9/II, by putting two elements of I191 II equivalent if they satisfy in 
exactly the same formulae (with one free variable) of Form (g). The 
equivalence classes o formed may be called element ypes ~,I realized in 
II 9.I 11 (or in 9/). 
A.1. I f  2'~o = co I , then the following two propositions are equivalent: 
(i) e,j(t~, o: 1 ; ~1,  w0); 
(i~_) every a-structure 91 of  denumemble type ta has an elementary 
o: ] -substructure realizing only denumerably many element ypes. 
Proof. ( i )~ (ii); given an a-structure 9I = (A, (Tn)n<o:), where a > w I , 
let e be the set of element ypes of 9/realized in A, and B a subset of A 
of power co 1. Now lel ~< 2 ~°o = co 1, so there exists a function g on B 
onto e. Let f be a function f :  A ~ B such that for each a ~- A,  f 'g'a is 
the element ype of 91 realized by a. Putting 19I 1 = (A, B, (Tn)n<~, f )  
and applying ~) to 911, we obtain an (w 1, w0) structure 
9/~ = <A', 8'  (~ ' )  , f ' )  9~' = T ' ,9/ '  , - n n<~o "<911" Then if <A', (n) t ,<o: )  "< 9/, 
and there arc ~nly denumerably many element ypes of 9/' realized in 
h' .  
( i i )+ (i): Let R be the set of real numbers, < the usual ordering on R, 
and (ri)i<o: an enumeration of the rational numbers. IRI = t,~ t ,  since 
2~6 = wl -  Take a setA of power a > w 1 containing R, and le t fbe  an 
arbitrary function f :  A [<~1 -, R. To prove (i) it is sufficient by2.1 (b) 
to show that there isB c_ A with IBI = c°l and If"B[<o:l  I < co 0. Let 
fn =f  t Alnl for 0 < n < to and let h : A ~ A[<~I be a (I ,  1) corre- 
spondence. Let S(a, a') be the binary relation on A such that S(a, a') 
holds i f fa'  ~ h'a. Now apply (ii) to the structure 91 = {A, R, <, (ki)~<o:, 
(fn)o<n<~,, S) to obtain a co 1-structure ~-<~t with universe B such 
that only denumerabi~" many element ypes of ~ are realized in B. It is 
not difficult to show that I f"B[<°:! I <~ w 0. 
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A.2. l f  ~ > 60 1, the fol lowing three propositions are equivalent: 
(i) e,, ,(a, Wl; 6ol, 60o); 
(ii) every structure <a, w 1, f ) ,  where f is a funct ion f :  a 2 -~ a, has an 
(601, W o) elementary substructure; 
(iii) whenever f is a funct ion f :  a 2 -~ a, there is a set X c a, such that 
X is closed under f ,  IXI = 601, and IX n 6011 < 60o. 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that (iii)-~ (i). We use the following ver- 
sion of the result o f~o£and Sierpir~ski given in [ i4] : " i fg  is a funct ion 
g : a[<, , l  -~ a, then there is a funct ion f :  ,2  .~ a such that for ez, ch 
positive integer n, the funct ion g t aInl can be obtained from fby  finite 
superposit ion". Combining this result with 2.1 (b) it is easy to see how 
to construct a proof  of  the implication (iii)-~ (i). 
Now let ~(cI,) be the proposit ion "¢  _c 9(601) ' I~1 = 602, and for each 
i < 60 1, the set { i n x : x ~ ¢ } is denumerable".  The problem whether 
there is a ¢ such that ~X(¢) holds is a form of  Kurepa's "deuxi~me pro- 
bl&ne mh'aculeux" (cf. e.g. [ 18, p. 344] ), and is unsolved to date. 
Vaught states in [22; p. 309] that (3¢)cK(¢)  implies "1 e~(~ 2, 601; 
601,600)- Thus we have: 
A.3. Consider the fol lowing four  propositions: 
0) (3  4')oK (cI'); 
(fi) there is a.function f :  6012] ._> 601 such that whenever X c_ 602, 
IXI = W 1 implies ff"X[211 = w 1 ; 
(iii) there is a funct ion f :  60141 ~ 2 such that whenever X c_ 602, 
IXI = 601 implies l f "X[4]  I = 2. 
(iv) "q e,,,(602,601 ; 601,60o). 
Then (i)--~ (ii)-~ (iii) and ( i i )~ (iv). 
Proof. (i)-* (ii); supposeCK (cI ,) holds. For each x ~ • and each i < 601, 
let x i = x n i; and for each x E • let x'  = (xi) i<~ . Let ~' = {x' • x ~ • } 
and ~I,'= {x' t i : i<  601 ,X'E ~'}, then 14~'1 = 602 and I~t,'1 = 601 since 
9C (cl,) holds. Final ly let f be the funct ion f :  ~'[ 21 ~ ~'  defined by 
f '{x ' l  , x'2} = x'  1 n x' 2 . It fol lows easily from the assumption 9C(~) that 
whenever X c ~p' IXI = 601 implies If"X[211 = 60 1" 
(ii)-~ (iv); this is an immediate consequence of 2.1 (b). 
(ii)-~ (iii); this is proved by an argument similar to that used in the 
proof of  4.13. 
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A.3 (ii) is apparently much stronger than A.3 (iv). A.3 (iii) is a parti- 
tion relation not decided in [ 5 ] and is therefore presumably very diffi- 
cult to decide. 
Finally we state some examples of relative consistency results relevant 
to Theorems 3.2 and 4.13, the remarks following Theorem 4.12, and to 
the deuxieme probleme miraculeux. All these results (A.4 and A.5) were 
discovered by Azriel Levy in the summer of 1963 and later, indepen- 
dently, by us in the late autumn of 1963. Their proofs, which utilize the 
methods developed in [ 1 ], are not yet published. Let Y~' be the axiom 
system of section 3, and let Z" be Z' augmented by the g.c.h. Let i1(~), 
i2(a), I3(a ) abbreviate respectively "~ is uncountable and inaccessible", 
"a ~t N(~')(AC) '', "o~ ~ N(M(~)(AC)) ''. 
A.4. Consider the following pairs of sets of propositions: 
(a 1) Z', (3~) I  1 (~); 
(bl) Z",I/'(6ol), 1~l(6ol)l = 6o2; 
(a 2) Z', (3 ~)I2(a); 
(b 2) Z",12(6oi); 
(a3) Z', (=1,o013(~); 
(b 3 ) I'.;", It3 (6o 1). 
Then for n = 1, 2, 3, (an) is consistent iff (b n) is consistent. 
We notice that if 13 (6o 1) holds then there is a set X cofinal in co 1 such 
that for each i ~ X, i ~. M("~)(AC) holds in h. We notice also that if 
11(6o 1) and 19~/(6o 1)l = 6o2 hold, then 9((9/(6o 1)) holds also. "llaus we ob- 
tain from A.4(a 1) (b I ) - 
A.5. I f7  ( :l ¢)9((¢) is provoble from Z", then 7 (3 ~)I'(~) is provable 
from Z '. 
